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Day 0

“Gentlemen… so to speak… I shan’t dance around the point. After two years of painstaking research, I have managed 
to find the source of the Cataclysm.”

The white-haired old man gave a glance to his audience, a ragtag assembly of massive mechanical humanoids and normal 
human beings. The air was thick with uncertainty and nervousness. Toward the front stood a pair of unlikely companions, 
two towering mechanoids, the leaders of their factions. The human watched his long-time ally, a large red, blue and silver 
machine with a booming voice, clearly uncomfortable with the current peace treaty. Next to him was their hated enemy, a 
silver-gray and black machine, who stood with his arms folded across his broad chest, eyeing the human with a clear air of 
intense distrust.

The end of one’s universe certainly makes for strange bedfellows, the human mused as he continued. “And it lies outside 
the boundaries of our universe.” 

“What are you talking about, doc-tor?” his robotic ally bellowed melodramatically. 
The human rolled his eyes. His ally could be quite the boor at times, or, more accurately, at all times.  “What I am talking 

about, you self-aggrandizing heap of parts, is this.” The old man turned to the wall behind him and clicked a button on a 
small remote. The massive bank of computers sprang to life, multi-colored lights flashing rapidly, and projected a series 
of images onto a fifteen-foot wide screen. “My Dimensional Interfacer has tracked the fluctuations in space-time that are 
tearing our universe apart to a different reality… the twenty-second level, to be precise. That reality has leapt the track… 
events there have splintered off a series of subordinate realities, one of which is subsuming the fundamental nature of our 
own.”
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“An Interfacer?!” the silver mechanoid gasped in shock as he took a step forward, pointing a finger at the human.  “After 
what happened last time, you were expressly forbidden to construct another one!”

“If you recall the terms of the Cataclysm Survival Treaty, my dear friend,” the human sneered, “No technological or 
scientific advancement is forbidden if applied to the preservation of our universe or the sentient races that inhabit it!” A 
gnarled grin crossed his lips. “In short, we have a deal.”

“Oh, my old adversary, I do believe you were just put in your place! How delightful!” the first machine chuckled. “You 
may continue, doc-tor.”

“Thank you.” The old man tapped a few keys, and an image appeared on the screen. A robot, no larger than the ones in 
the room, stood in the center of a metallic landscape. It was clearly built to reconfigure its form into some sort of wheeled 
vehicle and was bright red in color. “And these are the creatures responsible.” Others moved in the background, and then 
the screen erupted in light as a second group appeared, resulting in a vicious firefight.

The silver mechanoid peered at the screen, watching as the machines changed to and from vehicular forms as the 
skirmish progressed. “They look just like us.”

“Close, but not quite. You’ll note the elaborate head designs, a sign of status or rank I think, and the reliance on external 
weaponry. Pay careful attention to the tribal symbol etched into the creatures’ bodies, typically on the chest… they are 
heavily factionalized and boast markings to denote their clan of choice. My scans and a few… brief… abductions…”

“Abductions?” the silver machine said, an edge to his voice.
“Posthumous abductions!” the human yelped like a whipped pup, the pompous air vanishing with astounding speed, 

replaced with desperate wheedling. “I only took those who were already dead and wouldn’t be missed!”
“I’m sure we can verify that shortly,” the silver robot said, arms folded across his chest. The red machine didn’t even try 

to hide his enjoyment of the human’s discomfort. “Continue.”
The old man recovered, quickly scraping up what dignity he could muster. “My… examinations have shown that they 

are purely mechanical beings, and are of a technology level similar to your own, but developed in a wildly different direc-
tion.”

“How are they responsible for the Cataclysm?” the red unit rumbled.
“They have been engaged in a species-wide war for millions of years. The battle we’re witnessing now appears to be 

an everyday occurrence for them, and appears to have even included their universe’s Earth as a predominant battleground. 
During that time they have resorted to every manner of warfare imaginable, including crossing dimensions and engaging in 
time travel. One of their more careless actions likely ruptured off the reality that is currently consuming our own.”

“So we breach their dimension and slaughter them en-masse to put a stop to it!” the red mechanoid shouted. “Ready the 
ships!”

“Not so fast!” the silver robot said, leveling a finger at the red one’s chest. “Even if the Interfacer could transport more 
than a few tons of matter per charging cycle, destroying them wouldn’t bring our reality back!” The red robot calmed a 
little, but there was still a fire behind its optics. “Their universe will have to be explored, not exterminated,” the silver one 
continued. “Perhaps we can find a way to slow or stop the Cataclysm that way.”

“Precisely,” the old man said, nakedly enjoying the red machine’s dressing-down. “It is my estimation that we could 
send five, maybe six scouts into this universe once they’ve been modified to pass as natives. Then we will funnel resources 
into improving the Interfacer.”

“Why would we do that?” the red robot asked.
“First of all, once we send the scouts, they’ll be cut off completely until the recharge cycle is complete. Our own 

universe’s instability is affecting the Interfacer; we won’t even be able to observe them from here. The charging cycle will 
be at least a week.”

There was a murmur among the crowd. “And second?” the red machine asked.
“Second…” the human sighed. Pomposity faded, yet there was no trace of the terrified sniveling that typically replaced 

it. He’d seen a lot of horrible things in his life. He’d been responsible for a fair few of them. Now, faced with the end of 
everything, he was quite possibly their only hope… a whole universe looked to him. It was the power he’d craved all his 
life… and it was incredibly hollow, because he was in the exact same position of desperation as the rest of them, praying for 
a miracle as hard as anyone else, clinging to hope. And now that his façade had crumbled, his withered conscience made a 
rare appearance. You’d always claimed to be the greatest genius humanity ever had, it said. Now, prove it.

“We have no guarantee that the Cataclysm can be stopped,” he said to the crowd. “We need to plan for every contin-
gency… including evacuating our combined populace... or as many as we can save... to another universe. If we can.” 
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For several moments, the crowd muttered among themselves. “So what’re these robots called?” another red unit called 
out, gravelly voice booming across the room as it pounded a metal fist into its open palm.

“Autobots and Decepticons,” the old man replied. “From the planet Cybertron.”
The silver robot spoke into his communicator. “This is Leader-1. All units report to the observatory for a mandatory 

debriefing.” 

Day 1

“We have an incoming stream, somewhere around ten signals. Looks like we’ll have crossover in three or four deca-
cycles.”

New Arrivals Coordinator Silverbolt peered over the shoulder of the technician, looking into the holodisplays. 
Multicolored strings of light danced in an elaborate pattern in the air, icons and text popping in and out of existence as every 
trail through their designated section of transwarp space was traced, recorded, and predicted. Hundreds of strings, repre-
senting a fraction of the millions of known universes; sub-strings marking the paths of beings traversing the nothing between 
material planes. Across the planet Cybertron, numerous other observation stations tracked other sections of the Multiverse, 
casting nets afar to sieve the lost from the endless void of transwarp space… and to keep an eye on what encroached on 
their reality.

“Direct them to Platform Six, and inform an acclimation team.”
The technician stopped, peering into the rainbow of dimensional streams, visor-eye telescoping forward to refocus on 

their target.  “Correction... two incoming streams. There’s a second stream tangled up with the first one.”
Silverbolt paused for a moment, extending a hand. Two fingers extended, outer shells unfolding to reveal datajacks 

which plugged into separate ports. He activated the alert system and tied himself directly into the intercom. His voice 
boomed from every corner of the transit complex. “This is Silverbolt at Transwarp Observation Station Fourier; we have an 
intersecting transit event in Station Six. All technicians to your stations. This is not a drill.” He shut down the intercom and 
turned to the technician. “Talk to me, Adventas.”

“First signal is from Malgus Cluster, rare to get one of those. Second signal doesn’t comply with any known transit 
frequency. We don’t have traceback.”

“Reboot the system; if it’s mobile we should have traceback.”
Adventas turned his head nearly one hundred and eighty degrees to look back at Silverbolt, looking a little reproachful. “I 

already have, sir, twice. Its trajectory doesn’t conform to any known patterns. I don’t think it’s using a transwarp conduit.”
“Highly irregular,” Silverbolt muttered, leaning in himself. “How are we picking them up on our equipment?”
Adventas pointed, a beam of light spearing the air from his fingertip to the incoming transwarp stream, which was 

surrounded by rapidly scrolling text and flashed red. “The travel path is currently intersecting the wake of the first signal. 
The second signal has dipped into the transwarp stream.” 

“A wholly alien signal,” Silverbolt replied, his voice betraying an edge of excitement. “They must have some bizarre 
tech.”

“Are we sure it’s a ‘they’? It could be a subdimensional anomaly… or an intrusion entity,” Adventas warned.
“A point well-taken,” Silverbolt nodded. “Best to let it move on, bring in the transit from Malgus, and direct it to 

Platform Six…” He peered at the stream. “But keep scanning that other signal afterwards.”
“I can’t, sir.”
Silverbolt was surprised at the admission. “Why not? You’ve got more sensors than a whole fleet of exploration probes 

here, on top of your own internal scanners.”
“That’s not the issue, sir. I can’t bring in the first stream alone. The two are tangled.” A small window appeared in the 

holodisplay, zooming in on the isolated twin-stream, showing the energies writhing around and through each other. “If I 
bring in one, then I bring them both in.”

“And if you let them go?”
“Then the travelers from both will wind up hurled into the transwarp gulf.”
Silverbolt paused for a moment and computed his chances. The second signal represented a potentially vast opportunity 

for discovery… but the risk to Axiom Nexus was too great to justify on its own. There was no telling what the alien stream 
could contain. There were things that defied known science that lived within the void of transwarp, creatures of pure malice 
that could not exist within the material plane. It was virtually impossible that the second stream contained any of these 
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extraplanar creatures, but their taint could affect material beings; such “avatars” 
did rarely appear, and were capable of incredible destruction for the unwary and 
unprepared.

Silverbolt’s curiosity was piqued, however. The danger to ten sentient life-
forms gave him an easily justifiable reason for bringing in the anomalous stream. 
“Route stream one to Platform Six, and stream two to Platform Thirteen.” Adventas 
nodded as he relayed the commands. Platform Thirteen was rarely used, reserved 
for the most dangerous of inbound travelers. The platform lay behind superdense 
dutronium walls, and was ringed with variable-energy cannons capable of repli-
cating thousands of known weapon frequencies. As a final precaution there were 
transwarp projectors to hurl the offensive inbound back into the flow of interdi-
mensional space, far, far away from this reality.

“Alert the science brigade and Class-Three security forces to Thirteen. Have 
Class-Four and Five forces hold ready on standby,” Silverbolt said, metal shifting 
and flowing as he converted into his antigrav aircraft mode, silent engines barely 
even disturbing the air around him as he hovered. “I’m going down to check it out 
personally.”

Silverbolt was somewhat disappointed by the contents of Platform Thirteen, 
but at the same time his curiosity was deepened.

Three Autobots and three Decepticons stood on the receiving platform. Their 
body-types were variants on a design family for smaller mechanoids found in 
most baseline Primax universes, though it sometimes appeared in other clusters. 
It was not unheard of to find Autobots and Decepticons traveling together, often 
due to unstable space bridges, but it was unusual. As was standard for entities of 
their apparent development level, they seemed confused and on edge, yet no-one 
in the group looked as if they were about to blame the other side for their current 
situation and start shooting.

Even odder was that though each one gave off a Cybertronian energy signa-
ture, picked up by Silverbolt’s casual scan, the platform’s deep scanners indicated 
none of them were actually Cybertronian. None of them had a spark, the source 
of life for his people. Instead, each machine body housed an organic brain and 
neurological system, while other systems created the wavelengths that would pass 
them off as natives of Cybertron to most sensors.

Curious, he thought to himself, deciding it was best to leave his discovery of 
their actual physiology to himself for now. After all, humanoids advancing their 
bodies with Cybertronian technology were hardly uncommon in the Multiverse. 
The only irregularity was the false signal, and even that could be a side-effect of 
a bit of reverse-engineering or a body support function. There was always the 
possibility that in their universe all Cybertronians had organic brains, strange as 
that sounded.

“Greetings, sentients,” Silverbolt said, raising a hand. “I assure you, we mean 
you no harm. My name is Silverbolt. Welcome to Axiom Nexus, capital city of 
this Cybertron.”
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“No harm?” a red and orange wheeled Autobot replied with a young but roughly-feminine voice. “So what’s with all 
the guns?” she snapped, waving a hand at the arsenal pointed at them from above, then the platoon of armed guards beyond 
the dais.

“Small Foot, please,” a blue Autobot answered calmly, raising a hand. “Diplomacy,” she said with a hint of gentle 
admonishment.

“I apologize for that,” Silverbolt nodded to the orange one, then turned his attention to the blue one in front, who 
appeared to be the group’s leader. “But your travel through transwarp was rife with anomalies, and we had no way of 
knowing exactly what we were bringing in. On occasion, what comes in is extremely dangerous.”

“So why did you bring us in? This isn’t where we were headed…”
“As I said… transwarp anomalies. Your stream was tangled with another set of travelers… all of you could have been 

hurled into the void outside reality otherwise, probably trapped forever, had we not intercepted you.”
Silverbolt’s sensors caught the orange unit whispering “What’s transwarp?” to a boxy black and orange Autobot semi 

truck, who shrugged. Very curious indeed, he thought to himself.
The blue one nodded. “Ah. Well, in that case, thank you.”
“And you instantly believe that? And didn’t any of you hear what this… thing… said? We’re on Cybertron,” one of 

the Decepticons snarled, a mechanism with a white Earth-style automobile transformation mode, looking to the ceiling in 
theatrical annoyance. His tone denoted frustration and arrogant sarcasm. “This is fantastic. The old man tries to send us to 
Earth and we wind up on Cybertron.” 

A green Decepticon tank-bot jabbed a finger in the white unit’s back. “Stow it, Bug Bite,” he snarled.
The one called Bug Bite merely took a step away and continued his litany, this time pointed more directly to the blue 

robot. “Such a brilliant coalition you have going here, Path Finder. Why, if I were any more impressed, I might well fall to 
pieces!”

“That can be arranged,” an off-white plane Deception snarled from the back of the crowd.
“Five morons and a certified super-genius hurled willy-nilly into the cosmos by a bumbling sack of meat!”
Path Finder seemed less than impressed by the outburst. “That’s enough,” she said without any hint of the patience she 

showed Small Foot as she turned to Silverbolt. “I am Path Finder, commander of this coalition expedition team.” She indi-
cated the white Decepticon. “Bug Bite, my science officer, who will keep quiet.” She then turned and pointed to the orange 
female. “Small Foot, our scout.” The freight-truck stepped warily forward. “Road Ranger, maintenance and supplies.”

The next machine to walk forward was a green Decepticon tank-bot. “Treds, our security officer.” She motioned to the 
surly plane-bot at the back, who simply stood there with his arms crossed insolently. “And this is Bad Boy our... uh... body-
guard. If you’ll forgive me… but you don’t look anything like the bots we were expecting.”

“I am pleased to make your acquaintances,” Silverbolt replied with an air of politeness. “And yes, we are indeed 
different… ours is a Cybertron that has been untouched by war, unlike any other in the Multiverse. We have evolved… we 
are Transcendent Technomorphs, ‘TransTechs’ for short. If you would please follow me, we’ll get you set up with some 
accommodations while we investigate the particulars of your transit here. This is purely routine, I assure you, even given 
the unusual circumstances of your arrival.”

Path Finder paused for a moment. None of this was what they expected. They had planned to arrive in a fairly remote 
section on Earth, where they could split up and make their way to their respective camps surreptitiously.  Dealing with these 
“TransTechs” was an entirely new and completely unforeseen wrinkle. “In these unusual circumstances, I am authorized to 
request an audience with Optimus Prime to discuss our presence here.” 

A look of surprise crossed Silverbolt’s alien features. “I will… see what we can do.”

 “I don’t like this,” Treds muttered, pacing the room. “This doesn’t match any of our recon. We’re in over our heads.”
He had to admit, though, that he’d been in far worse cells in his life. In fact, the fairly spacious room the six were being 

held in was almost pleasant. Soft white light shone from flat panels in the high ceiling. Furniture for beings of various sizes 
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had been carefully arranged, and a fairly relaxing tune filtered in through hidden speakers. If there had been some snacks, it 
might as well have been a resort.

The effect was slightly spoiled by the fact that there was only one way in or out of the room, and the opening mechanism 
was on the other side.

“Well, we don’t have any options right now except to wait it out,” Small Foot replied. “They asked me a lot of questions 
about our method of transport, our homeworld, et cetera.”

“Did you answer them?”
“Only enough to get the general idea across. They didn’t press too hard, though. I’m not sure if that’s good or bad.”
“I want to know why Bug Bite isn’t back from his questioning session,” Path Finder said. “He’s been gone for six hours, 

but the rest of us have only been taken in for questioning for one or two hours at a time.”
“He’s a scientist, Guardian,” Bad Boy grumbled. “He’s got more information than we do. The underworld freak is 

probably spilling his guts right now! Sellin’ us out for a fuel cocktail and a nice gilded cage.”
Path Finder paused for a moment. Her first instinct was to defend Bug Bite, but her own doubts about his honesty 

stopped her cold. A few long seconds passed as she worked out a diplomatic but honest response. 
The door chime and the hiss of the hydraulic door brought the sound of Bug Bite’s voice to the assembled Gobotronians. 

He was accompanied by Silverbolt, who appeared to be the target of his current tirade.
“...accommodations are deplorable and I find you, personally, dislikable on all levels,” the Renegade was snarling as he 

entered. Path Finder breathed a sigh of relief, partially for Bug Bite’s safe return. The remainder of her relief was due to no 
longer having to defend his absence to Bad Boy.

Silverbolt shook his head and closed the door, leaving the Gobotronians alone in their room. 
Bug Bite had noticed his companions’ expectant looks. “What?” His irritation was obvious.
“So what went down, big-brain?” Bad Boy broke the silence. “We’re all ears, so let us know what’s up.”
“Diction and grammar are your friends, Bad Boy, do not mistreat them so.” The scientist shook his head in frustration 

and then turned his attentions to Path Finder. “Mostly they asked me about the Cataclysm. And frankly, a lot of that time I 
just sat and watched while they discussed among themselves what I’d told them…quietly, I might add. I was frankly getting 
bored. I ended up going to vehicle mode just to get off my feet for a few.”

“Did you spot a way to get out of here?” Road Ranger asked.
“No. While the accommodations are dreadful here, the security is top-notch.” Bug Bite shrugged. “One would have to 

be able to vanish into nothing to get out of this fetid gulag.”
“Aren’t you being a bit... um... prissy?” Small Foot interjected. “This ‘gulag’ is equipped like a holiday suite.”
“Quiet, you,” Bug Bite snapped. “I’ll have you know-”
All heads turned to the door when the chime sang out again. Silverbolt stood framed as the door slid open.
“Optimus Prime has arranged an audience in the current Senate session. They wish to speak to two of you… Path Finder 

and Bug Bite. Please come with me.”

The Senatorial hearing room was impressive, Bug Bite had to admit. It was practically a stadium, with a high-domed 
ceiling covered in viewscreens and holo-projectors. Maps of Cybertron and deep space criss-crossed talking-head images of 
TransTechs making their reports from other regions of the planet. The walls were lined with multi-layered seating, hosting 
a score of TransTech Cybertronians with a staggering variety of shapes.

The two were escorted to a large dais in the middle of the cavernous room, towards a slightly-elevated section that Bug 
Bite presumed was for the highest-ranking members of the senate. In the very center of the section stood a wide podium, 
where two TransTech machines sat, watching the two Gobotronians carefully. On the left side sat a massive red-and-blue unit 
bearing the rounded-off symbol of this universe’s Autobots. There were just enough visual cues to lead the two outworlders 
to conclude that this being was the TransTech dimension’s Optimus Prime.
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Which meant that the green, treaded monstrosity with the jagged purple emblem in the other seat had to be their 
Megatron. Both leaders raised an arm, and the buzz of activity fell silent. Displays above flickered out, and the central dais 
was bathed in a soft light.

A white-and-black unit by Optimus’ side stood up. “We now reconvene this session. All conversations and transmissions 
are now being logged. Commander Megatron… you have the floor.”

 “Unit Designations Path Finder and Bug Bite, the purpose of this inquiry is to determine the nature of the threat, if any, 
you pose to our society and the duration of your quarantine in Axiom Nexus,” the being identified as Megatron said, eyeing 
the two with naked suspicion and contempt as his voice echoed throughout the chamber. “To what purpose did you leave 
your home dimension?”

“We were sent to explore,” Path Finder said. “Our home dimension is in grave danger and we-”
“Please, Path Finder, I am the scientist here,” Bug Bite muttered as he turned his attention to the looming TransTechs. 

“We’ve already been over this, but I will elaborate, under protest.
“Our universe is being consumed by a process we know as the Cataclysm. This manifests first as a breakdown of the 

normal laws of thermodynamics, primarily in terms of energy conservation. This leads to energy failures and a disruption 
of atomic fusion and fission. Given enough time this leads to star death, as has happened with our universe’s Sol system. 
In the later stages, the Cataclysm manifests as areas of nothingness that obliterate… or consume, it is difficult to say… all 
matter and energy that they come in contact with. Our scientists, such as they are, believe this to be of an extra-dimensional 
causation, one separated from our own by 21 additional realities.”

He gave the assembled TransTechs overhead a nasty look. “As to why we are here... that is your fault and I hardly see 
that we should be the ones to pay for your mistakes.”

Optimus tapped his chin with one of his digits. “Extra-dimensional cataclysm, hm? Interesting,” he said to himself, 
ignoring Bug Bite’s snark. “I believe we should bring in an expert on this. Are you in agreement, Megatron?”

“Agreed.”
Optimus’s hand unfolded into a cluster of eighteen finger-like manipulators that tapped a series of commands into a 

small keypad. The air beside Path Finder shimmered, and a massive form appeared. The hologram was of a colossal rust-red 
TransTech. Its shoulders were higher than its bullet head, which seemed to rest in the middle of its chest. What appeared 
to be two long artillery barrels stuck out from the top of its head, and each arm was thicker than Path Finder’s body was 
around.

Optimus nodded. “This is our Minister of Higher Dimensional Sciences, Rhinox.”
Bug Bite whistled low. “If that’s a scientist, I think I’d hate to see your military units.”
“Minister Rhinox, these visitors have stated their universe is in danger of some manner of universe-destroying break-

down of natural laws,” Megatron said coldly, his gaze never leaving the two Gobotronians. “It is their opinion that this 
disruption originates outside of their own reality. We are transmitting their testimonies to your datatrax now, as well as 
Arrivals Coordinator Silverbolt’s report on their transit into Fourier Station. We wish to know… is such a thing even 
possible?”

The image of the hulking TransTech turned to look at the two ambassadors. “Interesting. Cyborgs from a planet called 
Gobotron.” His optics flared, and he turned back to the two leaders. “Analysis completed… yes, Commander Megatron, it 
is indeed possible.  I believe it to be an instance of the trans-dimensional displacement phenomenon… one universe stream 
is replacing the other. It is uncommon, but not unheard-of,” the hologram said. “Since it is a fairly low-occurrence event, I 
should have a catalog of likely source-universes available momentarily.”

“We know the source,” Bug Bite growled. “The twenty-second level.”
“I’m afraid that terminology is meaningless to us,” the giant replied. “Due to your unconventional dimensional travel 

method, we do not have a traceback pattern to determine your universe of origin and how far you had traveled from it… and 
the descriptions you gave of your destination universe aptly describes literally thousands of known streams. Also, without a 
traceback pattern we are unable to determine the severity of the displacement…”

Path Finder was lost for words for a couple of seconds. “Severity? Our universe is being torn apart!”
“We understand that,” Rhinox replied, his voice not betraying the tiniest shred of empathy. “But we do not know how 

close–for lack of a better term you can understand–your universe is to the source of the disturbance.” The hologram looked 
down at what must have been instrumentation on his end for a second.  “Gathering that list now...  Your descriptions match 
a universe tangent that we’ve actually been watching for some time.  It could very well be the source of your ‘Cataclysm.’  
It’s certainly unorthodox.”

“‘Unorthodox’ is kind of an understatement from where we’re standing,” Bug Bite snapped.
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Megatron shifted as if to stand, but Optimus raised a hand. “Please, Megatron. Can’t you understand they’re a little 
shaken? Rhinox… please continue.”

“Ah, yes, I believe I have isolated their target, the source of this ‘Cataclysm’… a recent universe tangent stemming from 
a shatterpoint caused by the Unicron Phenomenon. Do you know of it?” 

Path Finder turned to Bug Bite, who simply shrugged and shook his head. “Can’t say it rings a bell.”
“Consider yourself fortunate, then. It is an entity, or force, that exists only to consume. Most non-transcendent sentients 

consider it to be a chaos-god or grand demon of some stripe. It most often manifests as a metallic planet with a secondary 
humanoid mode, devouring everything in its path. Planets, suns… eventually even the very fabric of space and time. Entire 
universes have fallen to it. More relevantly, its presence exerts a powerful effect on all measurable quanta… in layman’s 
terms it can distort reality, and even if one manifestation is defeated or destroyed in a universe, it remains in others, and one 
day will return to try again.”

“That… wouldn’t that take an eternity?” Bug Bite said, awed in spite of himself.
“Linear time is not a concept that binds an entity of Unicron’s level. It has all the time in all worlds, and if it doesn’t, it 

can make the time… literally. To continue… it appears its emergence and subsequent destruction, along with that of Primus’ 
avatar and a tainted Matrix… we’ll provide you with information on those subjects later… in thread Primax 984.0 Gamma 
has caused an abnormally high number of tangent universal streams. New realities, if you will. Most of these are too far from 
the ‘starting point’ to allow them to mingle with our universe. One reality, Primax 207.0 Epsilon, however, is different. We 
think that there was another factor that created this anomalous stream. Not only is its root from before the point in the core 
timestream that the others split from, which is highly unusual, but not unheard of given the temporal instability Unicron 
creates… but from our perspective it tangented after the others did. Only by a mere fraction of a vorn-”

Rhinox caught Path Finder’s stance of annoyed confusion. “-Ahem, yes. You use Earth ‘years’, correct? Approximately 
sixteen years, give or take, from our vantage point. Normally this would just be a curious side-effect. But every universe 
has its own frequency… a vibrational ‘tone’ that keeps it separate from all others. By chance or by some mechanism we are 
not aware of, this new tangential universe must vibrate with a frequency and amplitude that is nigh-identical to that of your 
universe.”

 “It thus exists in the same ‘space’ if you will, and since that is impossible, something has to give. This new universe 
is draining the ‘stability’ of your universe. Your ‘Cataclysm’ is the result of your universe being replaced, place-by-place, 
era-by-era. We knew the tangent had drawn from an external source to sustain itself… it obliterated the nearby 1291.0 Zeta 
tangent within a matter of a year in your time. We suspected that it might still be feeding from an external source, but could 
not trace it. Of course, yours might not be the only universe being affected in this fashion.”

There were a few moments of silence. Path Finder placed her fingers against her temples. “Okay. This is… a lot to 
take in, but… basically, there’s some rogue universe that shouldn’t exist sucking the reality from ours so it can keep going, 
right?” 

“It’s a bit more technical than that, but that is a fairly concise abstract summation.”
“So how do we stop it?” Path Finder looked up at Optimus Prime as she spoke. 
“I can field this, Prime,” Megatron said, holding up his hand. He gave the two aliens a long, stern look. “We don’t.”
The two Gobotronians stood in stunned silence for a few moments. Bug Bite’s face twisted into a scowl, and Path Finder 

raised her hands in a pleading gesture.
“Wh… what? But surely with your resources, you could help...” 
 “Rhinox, how many universes have been catalogued?” Megatron said, turning to the hologram.
“Exactly, or do you wish an estimate?” the scientist replied. 
Megatron gave Path Finder a calculated look. “Exactly.”
“Fifteen million, nine hundred and sixty-two thousand, seven hundred and eighty-one… correction, eighty-two. 

Observation Station Heterodyne reports that core-thread Tyran 707.04 Delta has just tangented. Again. Gamma class 
thread.”

“And how many catalogued universes have come to termination?”
Rhinox tilted his bullet-head slightly. “To date, one million, one hundred and seventy-six thousand, three hundred and 

twenty-five. Universes that have been seamlessly absorbed into or merged with other universal streams nearly triple that 
number, though that is not termination per se. Four hundred and eighty-seven universes are currently in a critical state or are 
expected to end in complete termination within the next hundred vorns. Natural loss of temporal inertia and stability without 
internal tampering with material plane integrity is the leading cause at approximately forty-six point oh-eight percent of 
terminated universes. Consumption by Unicron accounts for approximately twenty-two point five-six percent.”
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“Good grief,” Path Finder muttered in awe.
The image of the burgundy Autobot turned to look at her. Path Finder couldn’t help the sensation that Rhinox was 

somehow scanning her.
“The Multiverse is a very big place,” Rhinox replied, as if speaking to a child.
“Do not think we are unsympathetic to your plight,” Optimus said. “Your universe is capable of dimensional travel. 

They will send other parties to replace you, parties that will not encounter our universe or threaten our security.” 
“What? Your security?! Are we so fearsome to your eyes?”  Bug Bite paced in a circle and held his hands up in a gesture 

of mock-surrender. “This is asinine!”
“Your condition makes you desperate,” Megatron snapped. “You are not Cybertronian in origin, yet you take the form 

of Autobot and Decepticon to infiltrate their ranks… organics in disguise.”
“We had no idea how the Cybertronians would react if confronted with our true selves and the full nature of our plight 

immediately!” Path Finder objected. “We were exercising caution, studying, trying to learn before taking any further action, 
and trying not to cause a panic!”

“Given their nine-million-year-long nigh-genocidal civil war and your reactions to our mere presence, I’d say they 
weren’t unfounded precautions!” Bug Bite snapped.

“Ah, yes… ‘Bug Bite,’” Megatron rumbled, eyeing the Renegade with a mixture of contempt and pity. “Your people are 
clearly desperate enough to allow terrorist ‘Renegades’ such as yourself independence to pose as Decepticons…”

“Treds is a Guardian, one of our most trusted peace agents,” Path Finder countered. “He is posing as a Decepticon to 
make sure that Bug Bite and Bad Boy stick to our plan.”

“A petty precaution that speaks volumes. The facts remain. In your desperation you may attempt a foolish invasion of 
our universe.”

“Your paranoid interpretation of the facts, you mean” Bug Bite’s theatrical mutter carried to the rafters. 
“We are a peaceful people!” Path Finder all but shouted her response. “You can’t condemn us all for the actions of a 

small malcontent fraction of our race!  If you would open communications with our leaders we could prove it to you!”
“I must remind you that we are still incapable of tracing your journey from your universe due to your unconventional 

transport method, making communications impossible,” Rhinox interjected. “Also… you have Decepticons in your universe, 
even if only after a fashion. In every universe but this one, that means trouble.” Rhinox looked askance at Megatron and 
returned his attention to Path Finder.

“Indeed. And now you see our predicament,” Optimus Prime said, fingers steepled in front of his face. “Thank you, 
Rhinox.” The image of the burgundy TransTech faded out as Optimus continued. “How do we determine when to intervene? 
What makes one universe more deserving of salvation than the other?”

“So you don’t even try?!” Path Finder gasped, her patience straining.
 “We tried… once.” Prime’s tone turned somber and dark. “It was a mistake. If it were a perfect Multiverse, I would 

spare no effort in your salvation. But our laws, our traditions and the missteps of the past prevent us from doing so.”
Megatron stood, leaning over the rail to stare down at her. “Our race was created for a higher purpose. What we do, we 

do to prepare for the true finality… the end of not merely our universe, but of all creation. The Unicron Phenomenon seeks 
to consume all that ever was and ever will be. We have faced it and bested it once, as have other Transformers from other 
universes. But it will return. It is beyond time, and will try again after consuming other realities. We must be ready. We must 
survive, and must always be there to stand against the nothingness Unicron seeks to bring about.”

“Sounds more like self-interest than ‘greater good’.”
“Only because you imagine that there is a difference,” Megatron replied.

“Not good,” Path Finder sighed as the door to their cell closed behind her. “Megatron gave me a big load of dogma 
about a ‘higher purpose’ for their people that’s more important than helping others. Optimus Prime seems… sympathetic, 
but pragmatism and fear are overriding it. I don’t think we’re going to get any help from this group.”
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“Are you so illiterate that you cannot read between the lines?” Bug Bite sighed, spreading his arms wide. “They rightly 
expect that their technology would make them a tempting prize. They outclass us, yes, but with surprise and a substan-
tial numerical advantage, we could certainly acquire enough highly-advanced technology to work out a solution to our 
dilemma… at only the cost of, oh, say, twenty thousand troops? Twenty-five maximum.”

Treds glared at the Renegade. “We aren’t conquerors, Bug Bite, and we do not send people out simply to die for a 
prize.”

“Yes, lack of vision is a common Gobotronian flaw,” Bug Bite dismissively replied. “But they don’t know that. Only 
the most imbecilic conqueror announces his conquests in advance. Your ‘friendly’ guise has probably done more to put our 
hosts on edge than anything else, I expect.”

“No, that would be you being a complete jerk,” Small Foot snapped.
“You’ve seen those... things...” Road Ranger growled. “Even if we wanted to start a war, we can’t face up to that kind 

of tech. It’d be suicide to even try. Besides, they’d be able to reroute us before we even came through.”
“Pansy,” Bad Boy muttered under his breath from the back of the room, earning a slap across the back of the head from 

Treds.
“If we were using their ‘transwarp’ systems,” Bug Bite said with a smile, turning to Road Ranger and raising a finger in 

a mockingly knowledgeable gesture. “They only detected us because we slammed into a group of conventional travelers in 
transit. They have no reason to fear us. But the Interfacer is something else entirely. A door and a window, good for travel, 
spying and most importantly… abduction. This ‘Silver-Bolt’...” he spoke the name uncomfortably, as though the very taste 
of it were foreign, “…May be an ultra-advanced alien machine, but his body language is easy enough to understand. They 
don’t know how it works, and they won’t risk it being used against them.”

“If they’re willing to hold us here because of the Interfacer…” Small Foot mused, “…What will they think of-”
Path Finder brought her hand up fast in a call for silence, shooting Small Foot a warning glance.
“Ah, yes,” Bug Bite muttered, nodding at Small Foot. “A fair point. Either our built-in systems don’t impress them, or 

Herr Fiend’s technologies are actually hiding our more… unique attributes, which would make them more paranoid if they 
were to find out about them.” Bug Bite folded his arms behind his back and paced in a small circle, watching the ceiling as 
if suspicious of it. “In either case, I would prefer not to bring our talents, as it were, to the attention of hostile aliens. As to 
our other technological advantages... I suggest we keep our mouths shut and leave their opinions a mystery.”

Another chime at the door heralded Silverbolt’s return.
“I hope I am not interrupting,” he said as he strode back into the room. “The council has made its decision.”
Bad Boy forced himself to the front of the group. “About time! So when do we get to go?” 
“I am sorry. The council has determined that for security reasons, we cannot allow you to leave Axiom Nexus.”
“What?!” the group chorused.
“Please understand their position,” Silverbolt said, raising his hands in a conciliatory gesture. “The population of your 

Gobotron far exceeds that of most Cybertrons in the Multiverse. Considering the urgency of their situation, if they can be 
converted to combat units, they would represent a substantial invasion threat to other Cybertrons.”

“I thought they only cared about this universe,” Path Finder countered reproachfully.
Path Finder swore she saw a flicker of guilt in Silverbolt’s features. “They are accounting for the possibility of an 

invasion of this Cybertron as well. We have a responsibility to our native civilian and offworlder populations to protect them 
from external threats.”

“That’s a load of scrap and you know it!” Bad Boy stepped uncomfortably close to the towering TransTech. “What’s 
really goin’ down here? You just gonna to keep us hostage forever, or are you gonna kill us? ‘Cuz if it’s the first, I can guar-
antee you’re gonna have to make it the second sooner or later!”

“Bad Boy. Stand. Down.” Path Finder’s tone made it clear that she would not be dismissed, and Bad Boy reluctantly 
stepped back several paces. “While my bodyguard is overzealous, he makes a good point, Silverbolt. Should we expect life 
in prison, or do you intend on executing us?”

The towering TransTech actually looked meek for a moment, as if hurt by the question. “Neither… Optimus Prime 
convinced the others to let you live free in Axiom Nexus, in consideration of your plight.” Silverbolt’s voice betrayed his 
remorse as he spoke. “I do apologize. I understand your frustration, but there’s nothing I can do. At least this way, you 
will survive, and most offworlders find our city to be a pleasant place to stay. Now, if you will follow me, we will get you 
processed… for your new lives in Axiom Nexus.”
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The six Gobotronians were herded down a long series of corridors before they were placed in a crowded room filled 
with lifeforms of every description. Mechanical entities were the most common, but a few specimens of organic life stood 
in the crowd, along with varying individuals that straddled the two. Despite the slightly-less than subtle weaponry in the 
architecture aimed inward at the crowd, the assembled beings mostly acted as though they were queued up waiting for a 
shuttle transport or something equally mundane. Outside of a near-universal sense of impatience and annoyance, there was 
no overt hostility or panic. 

For hours, the Gobotronians waited in line. Path Finder attempted to make small talk with some of the nearby mecha-
noids, but found the task unmanageable thanks to Bad Boy’s endless pestering. They caught sight of Silverbolt escorting a 
few other mechanoids into the chamber once or twice, but dared not try to move from their place in line to get his attention. 
Small Foot and Road Ranger talked quietly amongst themselves while Treds simply observed the creatures that pushed and 
prodded around them.

The fifth hour in line ticked by before Path Finder even realized something was amiss.
“Where’s Bug Bite?” she asked aloud to no one in particular, craning her neck and standing on the tips of her feet.
“I saw him wander off to talk to that robot dinosaur back there,” Bad Boy replied. “The red one with the pterodactyl on 

his shoulder. I told him he’d lose his place in line.”
“So he loses his place in line,” Road Ranger said. “We’re almost to the front.”
“But where is he now?” Path Finder looked around expectantly, and let out a small groan. “This could be bad. He’s not 

anywhere in the room.”
“Why don’t you ask this guy?” Road Ranger replied, pointing forward. In the time the group had spent discussing Bug 

Bite’s disappearance, the line had moved forward, bringing the group to the front. A tall, yellow-and-black Transtech sat 
behind a shimmering field of energy next to a large and imposing-looking door.

“Welcome to processing for entrance into Axiom Nexus.” The TransTech’s voice dripped with apathy and boredom. 
“My name is Doppler, I will be assisting you in processing today.”

“One of our group is missing,” Path Finder stated matter-of-factly. “We need him with us.”
“We here at Processing Central are confident that your missing team-member has merely stepped out of queue and will 

be processed as soon as he has time to move to the front of the line.” The TransTech’s statement was stilted and emotionless. 
The TransTech barely seemed aware of what he was saying as though he were rattling it off from memory for the millionth 
time, which, judging from the crowd, Path Finder was inclined to believe was true. “Processing Central is not responsible 
for lost articles or sentient beings.”

“I’m serious. We need to do something,” Path Finder leaned forward. “He may be dangerous if unattended.”
“Ma’am... what do you want from me, seriously?” Doppler grumbled, finally making optic contact with her. “This place 

is a fortress. Hardened rheanimum-reinforced walls, shielded against transwarp travel and protected by the seventh-best 
elite guards in Axiom Nexus... which I assure you are far superior to even the elites of a universe of your classification. He’s 
not going anyplace, and you’re holding up the line.”

“I know you’re all superior and such, but-” Path Finder’s almost legendary patience was stretched incredibly thin over 
the last several hours, but she resisted the urge to let it finally snap. She stopped and counted silently to herself for a few 
seconds. She’d felt the distinct urge to grasp her hands about Doppler’s neck, but resisted.

“Look, lady, give me a break. If I don’t process sixty-eight more of you types before my shift ends I lose my bonus. 
Besides, even if he managed to get out of here, he’s only escaped into Axiom Nexus. He can’t get out of the city, let alone 
off-world. The city border is well-guarded and monitored. There’s no way anyone without an ID bolt and all the proper 
clearances is even getting near a transwarp pad, and forcing one’s way in? Unthinkable. The city is lined with dampeners 
that only allow for low-level transwarp use… mass storage, short-range teleportation… and the restricted zones, like this 
one, are covered in Transwarp nullifier fields to keep anyone from teleporting in. He’s not going anywhere.”

“You make it sound like this happens a lot,” Road Ranger grumbled.
The TransTech gave them a bored look. “Often enough. And no-one’s slipped by yet.”
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The remainder of the “processing” ordeal was less intrusive but no less uncomfortable, but above all that, slow. Hour 
after hour passed as they waited in line after line for disquieting deep-system scans and rigorous physical examinations. The 
processing chambers were crowded full of Cybertronians of all shapes, sizes and compositions, as well as numerous other 
alien species with as wide a range of form as the predominant species, and most were running short on patience with the 
system. But few did more than complain, as armed TransTech guards stood in alcoves over the wide chambers. 

“Get your stinkin’ claws off me, you bucket of wires!”
Bad Boy had taken processing harder than his companions. The whole scenario stank of oppression and he resisted in 

every small, petulant way that was available to him. The scans had been largely unintrusive, but insultingly classified him 
as a “Drone, class six, with bio-organic processing circuitry.”

The ID bolt being latched into his arm, however, was something else.
“Please stop struggling, this is just a security measure!” the white female TransTech pleaded.
“Whose security?! Mine or yours, fascist?”
“Ours.”
Taken aback by the honesty of the statement, Bad Boy paused long enough for the bolt to sink into his armor. He yelped 

in pain and ineffectually backhanded the surgeon. He yelped again, and this time shoved his stricken hand under his arm, 
groaning at the pain. The TransTech hadn’t even flinched. “Jerk! You wanna tag me? I’ll just rip my arm off and get a new 
one!”

“Please, mister... ugh... Bad Boy, is it?” the medic replied in a cool tone. “That won’t do you any good. Any attempt 
to remove that part of the body will simply cause the bolt to relocate itself on your frame. It’s hard-wired into your neural 
circuitry, and will track you down anywhere within Axiom Nexus if necessary. Removing it without a complete spark trans-
plant is impossible, and that little operation is both traceable and very, very illegal. And since you lack a spark, that means 
that it is also completely impossible.”

Bad Boy shot her a murderous glare, but Treds firmly planted a hand on his shoulder, keeping him rooted to the spot.
“Don’t worry, if you are cleared to leave Axiom Nexus, we will remove the bolt beforehand to prevent our technology 

from falling into unenlightened hands,” the medic said.
“Brilliant.” 

 
Upon completion of their processing, the inbound were rather unceremoniously shoved out onto the streets of a grand, 

bustling city known as Axiom Nexus.
Soon afterward, Path Finder and her companions found themselves herded to an open square. For the next hour they 

were berated and examined by an ancient, ramshackle mechanism that presented each of them with a small crystalline ID 
card. Harried and weary after their ordeal, Path Finder declined the guided tour from an admittedly friendly mechanoid who 
identified itself as a non-Transformer Lithonian, seemingly assigned to them from the Acclimation Guild because of their 
similar non-native-Cybertronian origin. Her decision was guided, in no small way, by Bad Boy’s increasingly foul mood. 
A brawl between a tour guide and her “body guard” would be counterproductive, so she opted for a data-con filled with 
acclimation data.

The disk-shaped device gave her a basic rundown on Axiom Nexus, its major landmarks, culture and governmental 
structure. The Cybertron they had come to was an interdimensional crossroads populated primarily by a hyper-advanced 
race of mechanoids. The city of Axiom Nexus was home to millions of mechanoids and organics from across space, time 
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and countless dimensions. Offworlders, like herself, were confined to the Offworld Zones without special clearance. The 
entire scenario was wildly different than what she had expected, leaving her feeling off-kilter and unprepared. The mission 
was daunting enough without this sort of complication, and she found herself wishing she were in the cockpit of a Command 
Center with a full crew rather than lost in a strange place with a small, rag-tag band of explorers.

“Hey, check this out,” Small Foot said, reading from the data-con. “‘Due to the wildly different ethical and moral stan-
dards of the TransTech and Offworlder populace, the city of Axiom Nexus is controlled by two governments: the TransTech 
Government and an Offworld Government run by licensed volunteer guilds...’  I knew these Cybertrons were weird, but...”

“Cybertronians,” Treds corrected. “The term is ‘Cybertronian’. We don’t want to stick out any more than we already 
do.”

“Oh, chill out, Treds,” she replied. “They’re both technically right according to this... ‘data-con’. Besides, you heard 
its welcome-wagon spiel. This is a dimensional crossroads; we don’t stick out at all. I mean, look at that.” She indicated a 
long-necked humanoid alien that seemed to be an uncomfortable intermediate between fungus and reptile.

“We shouldn’t be getting into bad habits. Regardless of what the TransTechs think, we won’t be here forever,” Treds 
replied. “We should all be practicing our cover.”

“I don’t like it here,” Road Ranger muttered. “I don’t like how they stare at me.”
“They aren’t staring at you. Keep working the scanner. We’ll probably never get access to this many Cybertronian 

designs at once,” Path Finder replied as they pushed through the crowds.
“I can feel their eyes on me,” Road Ranger said with a slight shudder. “They don’t freak you out? Being surrounded by 

these… things?”
“What? They’re just robots,” Small Foot replied.
“Precisely… robots. They don’t have brains. They aren’t even really alive… but they look like it. They act like it.” He 

shuddered. “It’s like being surrounded by walking, talking corpses.”
“You have some really weird hang-ups,” Small Foot muttered, watching a group of human-sized Autobots running 

through the crowd like children.
“They aren’t mechanoids any more than we are,” Path Finder said, placing her hand on Road Ranger’s shoulder. “The 

Doc says they’re actually energy-creatures of some kind, they just can’t survive outside of their bodies… any more than we 
can. Relax.”

“The way I see it, we have one goal,” Road Ranger shrugged. “We get off this rock and get back to where we’re 
supposed to be.”

“You’re half right,” Small Foot responded. “We have to get out of here, sure, but we have to find Bug Bite first.”
“What finding?” Road Ranger spun to face Small Foot. “Bug Bite, in case you’ve forgotten, is a Renegade... no offense, 

Bad Boy...”
“Bite me.”
“He ditched us here,” Road Ranger continued. “He’s probably halfway to the 22nd level right now.”
“I doubt that,” Treds said as he gently pushed Road Ranger and Small Foot apart. “You heard the officer. He can’t get 

near an off-world portal. He’s probably hiding in the city someplace.”
“And in the remote chance he did manage to port out, we all know exactly where he’s headed,” Small Foot replied.
“Yeah,” Bad Boy snapped. “And all we’d have to do is search the entire stupid Earth, just the five of us!” Bad Boy 

would have spat if he could. “You wanna take Antarctica?”
Path Finder paused and looked over the remaining members of her team. “I’ve decided. We’re going to follow two 

distinct tracks. Treds, take Bad Boy and find Bug Bite. I’m not feeling very assured that the local authorities will be very 
effective in tracking him down. If he doesn’t want to come back… force him. Small Foot, Road Ranger and I will start 
inquiring as to a means out of the dimension. Let’s keep radio transmission to a minimum, emergency use only. I have a 
feeling the TransTechs can monitor our communications. “

“We’ll need a base of operations and a place to charge up,” Treds spoke up. “If there’s trouble, and there’s bound to be, 
I’d rather not be at half-strength when we find it… or vice-versa.”

“I may have just the place,” Road Ranger called. He’d wandered over to a public information kiosk, its screen lit up 
with text. “I took a look at accommodations in the public directory… it’s called the Widow’s Café Cybertronian. Apparently 
it’s some kind of bar and hostel.”

“How popular is it?” Treds replied. “We don’t want anything too above-the-board or too expensive. We’ve only got so 
much of this ‘energon’ to barter with… and the other tech is for trade once we get to the twenty-second level.”
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“It was under a listing marked ‘Places to Dump Your Chassis’,” Road Ranger remarked. “Sounds unsavory, which 
means it’s probably exactly what we need. It’s pretty far down into the undercity, too. Looks like the authorities don’t have 
much presence there.”

“Very well. Small Foot, check it out, we can use it as a base of operations for now. Road Ranger, you’re with me. Treds 
and Bad Boy, you can meet us there later. Let’s do a little light exploring on the way down, different routes. We need to 
recharge and rest up or we’ll be in no shape to do anything when the time comes. Tomorrow… I think I want to test our 
hosts’ border security.”

 “…We need help.”
If Small Foot hadn’t spent the last hour traveling through forty levels of Axiom Nexus, asking questions and taking 

scans the entire way, she would never have guessed the azure creature in front of her was Cybertronian in origin. It—or 
rather, she (there was no mistaking it was female)—was certainly a far cry from the boxy, metallic forms of their target 
dimension that her team had mimicked. She was a technorganic, Small Foot had learned; organic and inorganic components 
fused together at a molecular level. Small Foot couldn’t help but wonder if her own race might reach that level some day; 
there were certainly a few horrible Monster Renegades that seemed to straddle the line.

Lithe and curvaceous, Crystal Widow turned her head to face Small Foot as she entered through the front door of the 
Widow’s Café Cybertronian. Jet-black hair flowed over her hunched shoulders as she slowly set a glass of faintly-glowing 
liquid down on the table, gripped in a hand with a single long spiked finger and two claw-like thumbs, each edged with small 
barbs. Her eyes glowed red, with deep blue irises, and one glance at them spoke volumes… weariness, sorrow, defeat.

“You and everyone in Axiom Nexus, sister,” Crystal Widow sighed. She paused for a moment, then shrugged, pulling 
an earpiece from the side of her head and setting it down on a small light blue box on the table. “Take five, Seven.”

The box unfolded, becoming a tiny mechanical bird. “Thank you, Miss,” it chirped before taking to the air, zipping 
towards the back rooms.

Widow turned back to her drink, rotating the glass slowly in her claws, watching the play of light. “I’m short on space, 
but we have rooms, cheap. How many you got?”

“Uh, five.”
“You’ll have to split two rooms. But we’ve got basic 

recharging centers and a place to hang your helmet. How 
you paying?”

“We have energon for barter… sixteen liters to the cred, 
right?” Small Foot replied. Crystal Widow nodded in agree-
ment and the GoBot gingerly moved further into the dimly-
lit foyer. “But, that isn’t quite what I had in mind. We need 
help getting out of Axiom Nexus.”

“That’s easy, just apply for a pass out. It’ll take time, but 
they don’t really contest many applications. The holdup’s 
just the data processing, who’s going where with what, what 
with there being a few million beings in Axiom Nexus for 
them to worry about… or not, as the case may be.”

Small Foot winced. “We can’t. We’re ‘mechanoids of 
interest’ apparently.”

Widow didn’t even turn to face her at the revelation, 
simply taking a long draught from her glass. “Tough breaks, 
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then,” she muttered without the barest hint of sympathy. “You can try bribing your way out, but I don’t think anyone’s going 
to bite on that. Better get used to the scenery.”

“We can’t stay here!” Small Foot pleaded as she came up close to the technorganic. “Our homeworld is dying, our whole 
universe is being eaten alive! We’re the only ones they could send out to stop it! We aren’t even supposed to be in this world, 
we got pulled in here by accident!”

Several seconds passed. Though she didn’t move a sinew the entire time, Small Foot thought she could see a conflict 
going on within Crystal Widow.

“Sorry, can’t help you,” she finally sighed. “Once the ‘Techs tag you to stay, you stay. Trust me on this.”

Day 2

The stay at Widow’s was uneventful. After a full eight-hour charging cycle, Treds and Bad Boy left to seek out Bug Bite, 
while Road Ranger and Path Finder left to try a more direct egress from the city. Small Foot had volunteered to stay behind 
at the Café and do information-recon using the city’s computer network. She also planned on listening in on the barroom 
chatter in the hopes that someone else in a similar situation would let slip a possible way out.

About an hour later, Road Ranger and Path Finder found an open city street on Axiom Nexus’s topmost level. The 
crowds were thinner here and seemed largely uninterested in why two apparently Autobot-aligned Transformers were 
staring at the sky.

“Thanks for letting Small Foot do the research-work for once.” Road Ranger spoke without looking at Path Finder. “We 
could get arrested, or worse, for this.”

“She volunteered for it,” Path Finder responded. “I don’t know why you’re so worried. She was in more firefights back 
home than you ever were. She can handle herself.”

“This isn’t like home.” Road Ranger gave a passing orange-and-black striped jet-robot a mistrusting glance. “We’re 
surrounded by war machines... every single one of them is made for combat. You know how she likes to go off half-
cocked.”

“I appreciate your concern, RR,” she sighed, putting her hand on his shoulder. “But I can’t have any of my people going 
off half-cocked. Not Small Foot… and not you. I have enough to worry about keeping Bad Boy in line.”

“You think you can do this?” he asked as he stared into the pale blue sky. 
“I’m almost insulted,” Path Finder replied. “I ran Renegade blockades all the time back home. Once I clear the atmo-

sphere ceiling I’ll be too fast to catch. As soon as I’m off-world, I’ll try to make contact with a parallel to one of the ally 
worlds. It’s a long shot, but someone other than these TransTechs must have dimensional-transporting technology.” She 
sighed and shook her arms as if loosening up. “Until I get back, Treds is in charge.” 

“And if there’s a defense grid?” her companion asked, his voice thick with concern. 
“Then Treds is in charge permanently and you do what you can to continue the mission,” she replied with a grim 

chuckle. She leapt into the air, her parts shifting and reconfiguring to form a rich blue flying saucer. Her thrusters roared to 
life and she hurtled into the sky. 

Air traffic over Axiom Nexus’ above-ground level buzzed along briskly. Path Finder catalogued the wide variety of 
forms sharing the beacon-marked air lanes with her saucer mode; everything from TransTech to Cybertronian to Earth 
aircraft, even animal forms both mechanical and organic, as well as several Cybertronians in robot mode sailed through the 
air.

It was a staggering number to keep track of. She noted that the lanes were not rigidly enforced; numerous travelers were 
pulling out of the lanes to merge with others or simply drop from the sky towards their destination. She had half-expected 
force fields to keep them in line. As she cleared the main traffic ceiling, her communicator erupted in static.

“Offworld craft,” a voice called out, thick with the bored-sounding tones she’d come to associate with the TransTechs. 
“Return to the designated flight zones or-”

“I’m sorry, I didn’t catch that,” Path Finder replied as she sent static back into the comm.  “You’re breaking up on… 
there.” She gave a soft chuckle as she cut her communicator off completely, and hit her afterburners.

Sounds of sirens rose from below, but she couldn’t spot any pursuing craft on her sensor net. However, her aft sensors 
noted a visible beam of red light tracking her from somewhere on the ground.

“Laser-guided weapons, hm?” She allowed herself a little laugh. “That’s frankly disappointing.”
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Path Finder banked hard, zipping in random patterns as she continued her ascent. Much to her shock, her sensor net 
continued to register that they had a target lock on her. A quick glance through her rearview revealed that not only was the 
beam still locked on her, but the stream of light was actually bending at sharp angles and low swoops, as if she was drawing 
a path through the sky as she moved.

And something was coming up the beam, fast.
Path Finder braced herself for the explosion, but none came. Instead, there was a dull thud and the feel of mag-locks 

attaching to her hull. She yelped as something came into her view: a tiny, blue, six-limbed TransTech clinging tightly to 
her.

She tried to transform to shake it off, but her mode-changing servos wouldn’t budge. The little thing was acting as a 
restraining bolt, keeping her in vehicle mode.

“Hi!” the tiny TransTech chirped, blinking its two over-large optics. “I been appointed ta bring ya back ta tha regulated 
offworlder airspace!” Part of its back opened up, revealing a t-shaped wand that shot a beam of light back to the ground.

“How-”
And then the world was a blur.
When Path Finder’s senses re-asserted herself and the wave of phantom nausea left her, she could feel her engines over-

heating, trying to propel her faster, yet she stayed at a slow, steady pace in a straight line. She quickly shut them down, and 
realized that she was back to flying low just over the city, slightly outside an air-traffic lane. The tiny TransTech hummed 
off-tune to itself, still gripping her hull, carrying her like a trolley on a wire, riding the laser beam.

There was a rush of air, and a monstrously huge TransTech aircraft drifted upwards to her left, the security force 
markings very clear on its hull.

“Excellent work, Beam Rider,” it rumbled. The colossal ship changed, turning to face her in robot mode. Arms folded, 
he looked like he was standing horizontally in midair.

“Offworlder designate ‘Path Finder’. As this is a first offense, you’ve been brought back to the regulated offworlder 
zones, unharmed.” The machine snorted a little. “Personally, if it was up to me, I’d have let you go.”

“And that would be bad for me, wouldn’t it?” Path Finder replied slowly, instantly suspicious.
“Right inta tha orbital defense grid!” the tiny machine clinging to her hull laughed. “Kaboom!”
The large TransTech glided closer without moving a single part of his body, and glared at her. “Fortunately for you, 

my superiors do not share my view that the punishment for a first offense should preclude the committing of a second 
offense.”

The officer glided back a bit. “This transgression –Offworlder Regulation Code E-543.76, Failure to Remain Within 
Designated Offworlder Airspace– has been recorded on your personal file,” he growled, clearly reading begrudgingly from a 
script. “If you wish to contest this charge, you may report to the Offworlder Grievances Office, Minor Complaints Division, 
within the next twenty solar cycles.” Another aggravated sigh, then “Issuing officer number 3536636, Skyquake.”

“Don’t waste yer time wit da complaint office,” Beam Rider giggled, “Less’n ya like waiting in lines for a very long 
time. Ya got off easy, and so long as ya stay where ya should, ya won’t have any more troubles, kay? I’d turn on yer engines 
now, I’m about ta let go.”

Path Finder engaged her engines a split second before the little machine released his clamps. As she bobbed back 
into cruising speed, Beam Rider vanished in a blur, streaking down the laser beam. Skyquake gave her another nasty look 
–though with the TransTech’s facial features, every look was nasty– and shifted back to jet mode, pulling away.

Path Finder cruised silently for a few minutes in thought, then dipped down into an exit air-lane. She banked softly, 
heading for Tripdedacus Square, where Road Ranger was waiting for her.

“Well, they didn’t blow me out of the sky, that’s a point in their favor, I suppose,” she sighed as she shifted back to robot 
mode, landing gingerly in designated landing zone just outside the main plaza.

“They nabbed you? And let you go?” Road Ranger asked as he rolled up.
“First offense,” Path Finder replied, looking up into the air traffic lanes. “I gave them a bit of a chase, but I think they 

wanted to make a point. Catching me alive and unharmed like they did sends the message ‘We could have stopped you with 
lethal force pretty easily. Don’t do it again.’ So… well, I’m not going to.” She sighed. “Explains why they don’t use any kind 
of barrier system, I guess. Much less costly to make the populace expect capture and stay in line.”

“Why didn’t you use the FTL?”
Path Finder shuddered. “Because I value my hide. The FTL drive is designed for travel in a vacuum. I don’t want to 

think about what making a hyperspeed jump in an atmosphere would be like.”
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“So, if we can’t warp out, and you can’t fly out, we’re stuck here,” Road Ranger mumbled. “Terrific. What do we do 
now?”

“We learn,” Path Finder replied. “We make our way down to the Widow’s Café Cybertronian to reconnoiter with Small 
Foot, taking as many scans and downloading as much information made available to the public as we can. Maybe we’ll find 
a clue that will help us with the Cataclysm. Maybe someone here has gone through a similar crisis.”

“And how would we get that information back home even if we found it?”
“Good question. Hopefully there’s an answer for that in this city as well.”

 “I don’t like that guy’s looks,” Bad Boy growled.
He and Treds had been walking the streets for hours. They talked to dozens of machines from dozens of universes, but 

only one of them recognized the holographic image of Bug Bite. The robot was about the size of a human and resembled a 
white waste bin with tube-shaped arms, with a pair of round yellow optics within a rotating, recessed ring towards the top 
of its body, and a three-wheeled locomotive system. The robot claimed he saw a white Decepticon matching Bug Bite’s 
description talking with another robot in Reclamation and Commerce District 3. Bad Boy was immediately suspicious, and 
had made a point of saying so during the entirety of their search of the district.

“He reminded me of Doctor B,” Bad Boy continued.
“It doesn’t matter who he reminded you of. What matters is he saw Bug Bite.” He took a few more steps before pausing 

and turning back to Bad Boy. “Wait. You don’t trust the Doc? He’s on your side.”
“He cheats at cards,” Bad Boy snapped. “And he’s too smart for someone who’s still got skin. You can’t trust the little 

jerk.” 
Treds raised a brow. “You’re more observant than you let on, aren’t you?”
Bad Boy paused for a moment to search for just the right insult. Before it came to him, Treds had stopped walking and 

pointed at a commotion a few dozen meters off. “Hold that thought....”
The paved road dropped off into a concrete embankment that led into an artificial lake. The railing had been torn free in 

one section.  Beyond the ledge, voices murmured indistinctly to one another. 
Treds walked to the ledge and looked down. At the edge of the lake was a blue and white robot laying face down in the 

muck. A jagged blast-wound covered most of its back. A number of robots were gathered around the body. Most of them 
were of a distinctly off-world look but the leader was a tall, yellow-armored TransTech with what looked like half-wheels 
jutting from its shoulders. 

“Bad Boy, look at this,” Treds muttered the words as he waved the younger Renegade over. 
“Some guy’s dead. So what?” Bad Boy replied. 
“I’ll have to get a closer look to be sure.” Against Bad Boy’s protests, Treds stepped through the hole in the railing and 

slid down to the gathering below. Several members of the crowd turned at the sound, the leader sliding over the uneven 
ground effortlessly.

 “Hold it,” the yellow TransTech commanded, raising his hand. “I am Commander Cheetor of Axiom Nexus security. 
And this is a crime scene. You’ll have to gawk from up top like everyone else.”

“I apologize, officer,” Treds looked at the body. “I just had to see this up close.”
“Why? You a fan of grisly murders?” Cheetor tapped his chin. “Wait… I know you… Treds, new immigrant, came in 

a group very recently.”
“How do you know that?”
“I saw you in Processing… and it’s my business to know.  Just like it’s my business to know you’ve been asking around 

for someone. This wouldn’t happen to be connected, would it?” 
“Maybe. What happened?” Treds knelt down for a closer look at the corpse. Not content to be left alone, Bad Boy slid 

down the embankment and came to a clumsy stop just behind the older GoBot. 
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“Near as we can figure, he got hit by a pulse weapon of some kind at close range, the blast threw him through the railing 
and down into the lake. Fortunately for us, the tide washed him right back to shore. We might not have found him for solar 
cycles otherwise.”

“It was our boy, alright,” Treds muttered, motioning Bad Boy over. “Look at this.” He pointed to the shape of the wound, 
then opened his hand and spread his fingers wide. Treds put his hand over the wound’s unusual shape. The metal appeared 
as though it was curling away from his hand. 

“Ooh, he got an open-palm,” Bad Boy shook his head. “Not that I care, but, man, bad way to go. Tears you up something 
fierce.”

“The victim either knew Bug Bite, or didn’t see him coming. Spread out open-palm style, our blasters don’t have more 
than a few feet of lethal range.”

“Hand-blasters, huh? This got him in one blast,” Cheetor muttered, looking down. “And they were touching, if the 
shred pattern is any indication. Plus, the victim has no money on him. I expect he was robbed. You should know that you’re 
tracking a killer now, there’s no guarantee that he won’t do the same to you if you find him. Does your friend commit murder 
regularly, Mister Treds?”

“Not since I started watching him.”
“I really wish you hadn’t stopped.” 
“He didn’t have opportunity until your bosses detained us,” Treds replied, giving Cheetor a 

nasty look. “Bug Bite’s my responsibility, I intend to find him. You intend to try and stop us?”
Cheetor shrugged, his expression remaining neutral. “I don’t have anything to charge 

you with. But I wish you’d consider protective custody until we can bring him in.”
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“Yeah, safe in a cage, right Spots?” Bad Boy snapped. “We’re in a big cage right now, boss-man, and it don’t seem so 
safe to me. We ain’t about to trade in for a smaller one ‘cuz you can’t track all the variables.”

“If you find him,” Cheetor handed a small device to Treds, ignoring Bad Boy, “Call us.”
“Thank you. I’ll… consider it,” Treds replied.
“I would like to ask one favor, though.”
“You’ve gotta be ki-” Bad Boy started, but Treds hushed him.
“According to the victim’s ID bolt, he works for Cryotek. Big mech down here, has his manipulators in a lot of… busi-

nesses.” Cheetor nodded to one of the assisting officers. “Hoist, gather this fellow up for the lab mechs.” As the green officer 
began locking anti-gravity lifters onto the corpse, Cheetor turned back to the two GoBots. “I’d like you to accompany me to 
The Blue Deployer, Cryotek’s main enterprise. I need to tell him he’s missing an employee… assuming he doesn’t already 
know. Maybe you’ll… find out something useful with a visit.”

Treds gave the Cheetor a long look, trying to read his intent, but the tall TransTech’s face was blank. “All right. Can’t 
hurt, I suppose.”

“... you finally made an impression on me.” Path Finder caught the sound of Crystal Widow’s voice as she entered the 
main hall of the Widow’s Café Cybertronian. The technorganic’s voice was cold and carried an unspoken accusation as she 
spoke with a long-armed mollusk-like robotic creature that, by the markings, Path Finder identified as a Maximal.

“Be that as it may, I’ll be in my room,” the Maximal replied. “But if anyone asks, I’m at The Blue Deployer.” He slid 
his way to the stairs, gliding past Small Foot as she came down.

Path Finder noted that the barkeep was no longer occupied. She tapped Small Foot on the shoulder then walked to the 
bar, her smaller companion in tow. “Nice place,” she said as she placed an elbow on the bar.

“It gets the job done… it has its problems, but that’s nice of you to say, anyhow.” 
“You mentioned to my friend here earlier that there’s no way out of Axiom Nexus once you’re ‘tagged’.” Path Finder 

paused. “But there has to be some way. Is there anything you can do to help us?”
The technorganic didn’t even make eye contact. “Well, it’s typically dirty business, but sometimes it gets done. It depends 

on how interested the ‘Techs are in you.” Crystal Widow picked up a glass and started polishing it idly. “Unfortunately, the 
most unsavory character I know got himself shot while holding an illegal rally recently... and the second most unsavory 
character I know is a cop.”

 “So you can’t help. All right. What about the cop?” Path Finder replied. “That’s a public official... what’s the appro-
priate bribe?”

“Heh... If you can’t help the Inspector’s ‘luck’ at the roulette tables, furnish her apartment or provide her with a handsome 
companion you won’t get far down that road.”

“Handsome...” A puzzled look crossed Path Finder’s face. “Why would a machine...”
“You’re young yet, aren’t you, sister?”
“I’ll have you know I’m in my thousands!” 
“Ahh... youth is more than a body frame, girl,” Widow sighed, setting the glass down and pouring a generous measure 

of amber liquid. “Listen, it’s tough here in the lower levels… especially for non-Cybertronians like yourselves.”
Small Foot stepped back. “Wha- how-?!”
Crystal Widow only just seemed to realize what she’d said. A brief look of self-directed annoyance crossed her features, 

but the bleak, defeated expression quickly returned. “It’s your energon flow,” the technorganic replied. “It’s different from a 
Cybertronian’s. You’re using energon, but not as a primary power source.” She took another sip. “Interesting,” she muttered 
despite herself.

“Can everybody here tell?” Path Finder raised a brow. “We worked hard to fit in.”
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“Don’t worry, you look the part. Most any other mech’d probably never be able to tell unless they took you apart and 
sifted through the bits. Even your average TransTech would likely be fooled unless they specifically scanned you. I just 
have… a gift,” she said, as if the final word left a bitter taste in her mouth.

“You can sense energon?”
“… yes. And a few other… tricks,” she said, staring at nothing.
“That must be a valuable ability.”
“…yes,” Crystal Widow breathed after a long, uncomfortable pause. “Some think so.” Small Foot caught the tone and 

clammed up. There was clearly something going on in Crystal Widow’s head that was better left undisturbed.  “As I was 
saying... It’s rough down here. I can’t get you home but I can get you jobs, maybe a permanent place to stay.  You’ll settle 
in fine. The Offworld Zones aren’t so bad once you get used to them.”

“But we can’t... our world-” Path Finder silenced Small Foot’s protest with a nudge of her elbow.
“Thank you, Miss Widow... we’ll take it under advisement. In the meantime, let me see your fuel list.”

“Swanky,” Bad Boy muttered with genuine appreciation.
Treds had to admit that, despite the appearance of the neighborhood surrounding it, The Blue Deployer was one of the 

highest-class establishments he’d seen in a while. The carefully-maintained front entrance opened to a cavernous space lit 
with soft azure lights, a steady breeze of cool air drifting across the room. Small stages and gaming tables dotted the floor, 
populated by beings of all stripes.

Cheetor glided through the room unimpressed, making a slow beeline for a raised and well-lit bar at the very back of the 
room. Treds mused that, from that vantage point, one could probably keep an eye on the entire room. A large, crystalline-
blue TransTech behind the bar watched Cheetor’s approach. 

“Why, Commander Cheetor, this is an unexpected surprise, and so soon since your last visit,” Cryotek breathed in 
greeting, his tone both bemused and suspicious.

Cheetor logged the date and time for posterity; Cryotek actually was surprised by the visit. They had been playing this 
game for vorns, and Cheetor could read Cryotek very well… and none of the usual “I know why you’re here and you know 
I do” signs were there.

Unfortunately, this meant that Cryotek was likely uninvolved with the murder, and he was equally unlikely to be able 
to provide any answers about it.

“Cryotek,” Cheetor replied in a neutral tone. “You employ a mech by the name of Comet?”
“Indeed… in fact, he is late today, which is highly unusual for… oh.” Mist vented from his face, something approaching 

a sigh. “I suppose that ‘late’ is apt description in all meanings.”
“Found murdered. You seem to be having problems keeping your staff lately, Cryotek.”
“That was a rather callous remark, Commander,” Cryotek replied. “Despite what you think of me, I am quite fond of my 

employees. I am incredibly selective in my hiring, so that I rarely have to fire anyone.” I bet you don’t, Cheetor thought to 
himself, but his face remained neutral.

“If you would be interested in leaving the force, why, I think we could even find a job for you, Commander,” the icy-
blue TransTech continued.

Cheetor ignored Cyrotek’s friendly banter and narrowed his optics. “I need to know if Comet had any new friends… 
or old ones with bad reputations.”

“I assure you that Comet was keeping his intakes clean, Commander.” Cryotek poured himself a glowing drink and 
tilted his head in a manner that Treds assumed was friendly. “But now that you mention it, he had mentioned that he had 
met a remarkable young mech who was looking for a way to make money. He was not the muscle-type, though, so I could 
not well give him Black Shadow’s old job in the loading docks, so Comet was looking elsewhere.” Cryotek extended a 
proboscis-like instrument from his forefinger and drained the energon cocktail in his hand. “I do not recall him having any 
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enemies. He used to run with those Malignus hooligans, but that was a long time ago. He was on the straight and narrow, 
as they say.”

“If you find anything out… I fully expect you will report it immediately to the proper authorities.”
There was a long pause as the two mechs stared at each other. Treds could practically read the wordless conversation 

going on.
“Indeed,” Cryotek replied. “You have my full cooperation in this matter, Commander.”
“Thank you,” Cheetor nodded and turned away. Treds had a feeling that this was a rare instance where what Cryotek 

actually said was exactly what he meant, without any hidden meaning.
“Just one more thing, Commander…”
“Yes?”
“I truly do hope to get your opinion on these polonium spritzers someday.”
Treds and Bad Boy had watched the entire exchange in silence. When the interrogation ended, Cheetor went on his way 

after a brief goodbye and another pitch for police protection. Once the two GoBots were on the streets and out of sight, Treds 
immediately shifted into tank mode and started towards the lower levels of the city.

“Where are you going?” Bad Boy asked.
“The barkeep mentioned the Malignus,” Treds replied. “I heard about them when we combing the streets earlier. They’re 

some sort of underground gang. Or sub-faction. Or something. I’m willing to bet that if this Comet knew them, Bug Bite 
would have leapt at a chance to meet up with them.”

“That ain’t much to go on.”
“True, but it’s all we have.”

“Hey, check that out,” Small Foot said, pointing toward the door. The mechanoid that entered wore the green, wolf-like 
emblem of the Maximal faction but, unlike most of the Maximals Small Foot had seen, did not appear to have what the 
natives called a  ‘beast mode’.  The bronze and gold being was of a fully-mechanical construction and clearly a feminine 
design. The presence of wings on her back and small, vestigial cockpits on her legs implied a flight mode. “Even the non-
technorganic female ones look like that.”

Path Finder nodded. “I remember when I was built like that.”
“You were never built like that,” Road Ranger said. “You were just as boxy as any of us.”
“I meant when I was organic.”
“Yeah, so did I.” Road Ranger laughed loudly until Path Finder kicked him under their table. 
“Jerk.”
Across the room, the newcomer walked over to the bar and took a seat before the proprietor. “Hello, Widow old girl, 

still in fine health I see.”
Crystal Widow didn’t even look up. “Airazor. Haven’s seen you for a few solar cycles. You on duty today or do you 

want the usual?”
The bronze machine sighed. “Both. You heard about the courier murders?”
“I hear about a lot of things. I don’t get involved in politics.”  Seemingly on automatic, her long arms moved across the 

stock of bottles, selecting and mixing up a cocktail that changed color with every ingredient added. “But if you’d indulge 
a barkeep’s curiosity, what does the Freelance Police Legion have to do with it? I’d think the TransTechs would dig these 
bones up themselves rather than subcontract.”

“They do, and they are. As of two solar cycles ago, it’s Inspector Airazor from Axiom Nexus Security Administration.” 
She held up a palm-sized disc, which flared to life, projecting the image of an ID and security badge.

“So, you’ve gone legit? Color me surprised,” Widow replied, her brow raised slightly.
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“The TransTech Police are legit? Oh my, either I’ve made a dreadful mistake or you’re feigning naïveté. Actually, I 
suspect Commander Cheetor likes my style. I know he likes having an agent who’s still a full member of the Legion, with 
all the contacts and authority that implies.”

“That answers one question. Now… why are you coming to me with this?”
“To be blunt, we suspect that one of your boarders is our perp, or at the very least, he has what was taken from the 

victims. This all came down from the Military Police, nasty hunk of machinery by the name of...”
“CITIZENS! I am General Demolishor of Military Police!” a thunderous voice boomed from the doorway. A mammoth 

TransTech filled the entrance, needing to stoop down a little simply to clear the frame. Pale indigo and moving on treaded 
feet, it looked down imperiously on the ramshackle crowd. “This is raid. Everyone will stay right where they are and keep 
ID bolts visible. We will be gone from your limited sight soon as possible.”

“I’m the proprietor here,” Crystal Widow said wearily as she set down Airazor’s drink. “I hope you gentlemechs have 
warrants. This is a hostel and refuel station, not some back alley.”
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“Military Police need no warrant,” the monstrous TransTech rumbled. “This is matter of planetary security.”
“Then I presume the culprit is not being accosted on a matter relevant to the Offworlder Courts.” 
“As a matter of fact, Crystal Widow, he is.” Airazor stood and walked to the TransTech. “General Demolishor, it was 

my understanding we would attempt a quiet arrest.”
“Quietness is boring and ineffective,” Demolishor sniffed, waving a six-fingered hand. “Noise puts proper respect in 

citizens.”
“Our suspect is upstairs, Demolishor,” Airazor said dully. “I was content to wait for him to come to us, but since you 

came barging in he’s likely attempting to jimmy open the window as we speak. I’ll let you fetch him.”
Demolishor snorted in annoyance and strode up the stairs. He walked with the sort of swagger that comes with the 

ability to solve all problems through the application of violence. “ESCARGON!” he bellowed as he took the first step. “You 
are under arrest!”

For a time the entire bar was silent. Patrons hid behind menus and passed frightened glances between each other until a 
loud crash from one of the upstairs boarding rooms drew everyone’s attention to the stairwell.

The mollusk-like robot that earlier had been speaking with Crystal Widow scrambled down the steps, long arms flailing 
wildly. The mechanoid wore a terrified expression as it fled, simultaneously pounding and shaking a small metallic object. 
“Work, slag you, work!” he muttered in panic as he reached the bottom of the staircase in a flying leap.

“Hold on a moment there!” Airazor stood from her table and grabbed the mollusk by the upper arm. “Slow down, 
friend... what’s the rush? Have a drink on me...” She swung directly in the fleeing Maximal’s path, blocking his escape. 

“No! I-”
Airazor saw the red beam of light just over Escargon’s head, but had no time to react. Her optics shut down involuntarily 

as a burst lit up the room, followed by a scream that was very quickly cut off by a sickening cracking noise. Sticky fluids 
spattered against her as Escargon slumped forward, toppling to the ground as the Inspector staggered backwards in surprise. 
The patrons at a nearby table lurched backward in horror.

The mollusk was missing a large portion of the back of his head. 

“I’m looking for a white Earth-type vehicle, a Decepticon, goes by the name of Bug Bite.” A group of five mechanoids 
looked up from their scraps game. None of them were much larger than the two GoBots, and Treds couldn’t help but notice 
one had the same general bodyframe as Small Foot, which was both comforting and unsettling at the same time. The jagged, 
alien-looking sigil stenciled on each one identified them as members of the Malignus gang.

“Yous a friend ‘er a bounty hunter?” a dark red sportscar robot, the apparent leader of the group, said warningly
“He’s a tank who’s looking for a robot named Bug Bite, you glitch.” Bad Boy shook one of his oversized fists. “You 

seen him, or do we write ya off as a waste of our time?”
“We don’ts knows nuthun’ and you don’ts knows who you’re talkin’ to.” The Malignus put his fists on his hips and 

locked gazes with Treds. “Slag offs!”
“We don’t know who we’re talking to? I’m talkin’ to you, pops!” Bad Boy stepped in front of the Malignus sportscar. 

To make sure his point was not lost he poked the Malignus in the chestplate with his finger. 
“Bad Boy, this is not covert operations,” Treds growled. “We’re trying to blend in here.”
“Pick a port and cram something in it, Treds,” Bad Boy snarled, not taking his gaze from the head Malignus. “I’m going 

to teach this wimp some respect.”
“Wimp?” the Malignus glowered. 
“Yeah... I call ‘em like I see ‘em... Wiiimp.” Bad Boy stretched the word to double its normal length. 
“Keep your speaker on mutes or yous be seein’ ‘em in doubles.” The Malignus turned to chuckle to his friends. “This 

guys thinks he’s hot slag, eh?” When he turned back to face his diminutive adversary, Bad Boy delivered a right cross to his 
faceplace.
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“Why yous little sucker punching scraplet!” The Malignus retaliated with a kick to Bad Boy’s midsection, sending the 
Gobotronian staggering backwards. Bad Boy rolled and sprang upright, leaping forward to collide with his opponent in a 
flurry of fists and feet.

“No blasting!” Treds shouted. 
“I don’t -unf!- need to gun this antique!” Bad Boy shouted as a metal fist slammed into his shoulder, forcing him to one 

knee. 
“No ones draw!” the Malignus shouted to his teammates, bringing his fist back for a powerhouse blow. “This is between 

mes and the kid!”
“Kid?! That’s it!” Bad Boy dove beneath the larger robot’s out-swung arm and popped up behind him. Before the 

Malignus could react the Renegade had him in a headlock. “Say uncle, ya walkin’ scrapyard!”
“I don’t knows what that means!” the Malignus growled as he tried in vain to get a grip on Bad Boy. Twice the larger 

mechanoid almost caught a wing or limb only to have him slip out of his grasp.
“It means you give up, stupid!” 
“Nevers!”
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Demolishor stood at the top of the stairs for a moment then strode down the stairwell, his extended right optic slowly 
retracting back into his head, the blood-red glow from its laser-focusing lens fading to its normal dark burgundy. A tangible 
sense of predatory pride radiated from him. “Citizens, stay in seats and return to business. Allow Military Police to attend 
to theirs, yes?” 

Airazor wiped her face with a bar-rag, wincing in disgust. “And what, pray tell, did you do that for, Demolishor? I had 
him more than occupied. You could have arrested him at your leisure!” 

“He was reaching for weapon and resisting arrest,” Demolishor replied coolly as he descended the stairs. “Discipline is 
important, even in Offworld Zones... especially in Offworld Zones.”

Airazor shot him a hard look. “We in the Security Administration are quite aware of discipline, Demolishor. Discipline 
allows for lessons learned.” She knelt and began searching the fallen Maximal’s body. 

“Everyone here is learning lesson, no?” Demolishor swept his gaze across the occupants of the room. “Is that not 
correct? Everyone here has learned valuable lesson, no?” Several patrons nodded in terrified acquiescence. 

“Well, Demolishor, you’ve done it.” Airazor said, looking up from Escargon’s body. “He’s dead, completely and utterly 
deactivated. You couldn’t have used that careful aim to take out a leg rather than the head, I suppose?”

“He ran.  Choice to do so was his, he paid for it.”
“Well, General, he certainly did.”
Demolishor strode towards the remains. “Now, if you step aside, I shall search him…”
“Already done.”
A sudden flash of panic flickered across Demolishor’s face, quickly replaced with anger. “What? On whose-”
“On Axiom Nexus Security Administration Officer Cheetor’s authority,” Airazor interrupted casually. “You’re Military 

Police, and I’m afraid that personal searches are at the sole discretion of the civilian police or the Freelance Police Legion, 
–both of which I am a member of– so long as there is a civil police officer –such as myself– available. The Furmanite Treaty, 
Chapter Seven, Section 14, Subsection 9.”

“Then hand over passes.” Demolishor expectantly extended a six-fingered hand. 
Airazor gave him a perfectly blank look. “He doesn’t have them on him… And since he can neither be interrogated nor 

have his memory core delved, we have no way of finding where the passes have gone! All he had is this.”
She held up a hand-sized, knob-covered device. “It doesn’t appear to be a weapon, but I suppose you couldn’t have 

taken the time to make that examination with your TransTech senses, either.”
Demolishor’s optics dimmed dangerously. “You speak freely for mere Inspector. Must I remind you that here, I am 

law?”
In a corner of the room, Path Finder stiffened as she eyed the device in Airazor’s hand.
“Is that-?” Road Ranger whispered.
“Yes,” she breathed back. “A portable Astro-Beam.”
“So that’s how the creep got out of-”
 “You may remind me all you like,” Airazor replied curtly, handing over the device. “But I do not work for you, 

Demolishor. I am currently acting as an agent of Commander Cheetor in this investigation and while I have been instructed 
to cooperate with your... methods... I have not been ordered to appreciate them.”

Demolishor examined the device carefully for a few moments. “Hm. Restricted TransTech equipment, perhaps.”
“Yes... of course,” Airazor’s voice was hesitant and somewhat suspicious. She tapped the side of her helmet, activating 

her commlink. “I need a recovery team at the Widow’s Café Cybertronian. One DOA… yes, Hoist. What? Another one? 
Usually there’s at least a deca-cycle before the next corpse pops up… oh. Well, soon as you can.”

Demolishor swept his gaze over the assembled crowd. “Who here knew the criminal?” The room was silent, save the 
sounds of Airazor setting up a null-barrier around Escargon’s corpse, keeping it sealed away until the “scrap metal wagon” 
arrived.
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“I knew him,” Crystal Widow responded, leaning against the bartop. “He was a liar and he was a cheat, but he paid his 
rent on time and that’s all I cared to know. Probably more than most did.”

The General seemingly ignored Crystal Widow’s statements and kept examining the patrons. His gaze fell on Path 
Finder. “You, I know,” he chuckled. “Yes, you are machines of interest, recent transit jumpers. You would not be friends 
with deceased?”

“No,” Small Foot responded. “We never met him.”
“Is that so?” Demolishor smirked. “He was seller of dangerous, stolen things. Perhaps dangerous stolen things that 

creatures who are not allowed transit off-world would want. Perhaps things they could use.”
“She already told you, we have nothing to do with your slug.” Road Ranger bolted to his feet and placed himself 

between Demolishor and Small Foot.
“Funny. Little machine thinks he is big and scary.” Demolishor grabbed Road Ranger by the throat and lifted him from 

the ground, his other arm swinging towards Path Finder and Small Foot, multiple small blasters unfolding from his gauntlet. 
“Little machine, I am actually big and scary. I even have License for Police Brutality... funny, no?” Road Ranger struggled 
against Demolishor’s grip as the larger TransTech pulled the struggling GoBot up to his face.

“You know other funny thing, little machine? I scan you close, and your tech is very similar to this toy,” Demolishor 
whispered. “You bought off-world passes from Escargon with this? Tell me where they are… and I will not kill girl and only 
maim you substantially.” 

“Put him down!” Small Foot yelled as she pointed her fist at her friend’s captor. “Or I’ll shoot.” 
“General, is this really necessary?” Airazor interrupted. 
“These beings had traffic with thief. Under Military Police Ordinance 706.3, they may be detained.” He turned and spat 

the next word in Road Ranger’s face. “Indefinitely, pending Tribunal Judgment.”
“Ah, but these are offworlders, which means they’re under the jurisdiction of the Archworld Treaty. Which means you 

may only take charge of them after a full civilian investigation.”
“Military Police Pyrok Protocols trump Archworld Treaty for beings of interest.” Distracted by Airazor’s objection, 

Demolishor released his grip on Road Ranger. The Gobotronian fell to the ground with a loud clang and scrambled away 
from the massive war machine. 

Airazor paused. “Hm. The case of Crossblades Primax II V. Destron-5? Point well taken,” she said, noting the brief look 
of lost confusion on Demolishor’s face. “But there’s a further wrinkle in all this. These beings have no sparks.”

“What is relevance of this?”
“Under our law, they’re drones. Technically, they’re not even alive.” 
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“Ok, as I wuz saying, yous friend there probably wents down to one of the body shops in Zones Five for an upgrades.” 
The Malignus leader tossed Bad Boy and Treds each a canister of mega-octane fuel additive. “If he managed to gets past the 
TransTechs without getting ID-tagged yous guys gots to be tough or smarts or lucky like you wouldn’t believe.”

“All three m’man...” Bad Boy grinned as he popped the top of his can open. “Your right hook is pretty good too, for an 
old timer.”

“Old timer! I’ll show yous next time, punk!” the Malignus leader chuckled. 
“Not if I show you first!” Bad Boy clanged his fist against the Malignus’ knuckles.
A few minutes later, the two Renegades stood before a large storefront, rather gaudily decorated in a wide variety of 

neon signs, the predominant theme being a trio of identical smiling robot heads over the business’ name. The two had seen 
advertisements for it on various levels, but the closer they got to the actual location, the more and more frequent the ads 
came, with increasingly inane jokes and brighter colors.

“‘Need a hand? Or a leg up?’” Bad Boy read aloud. “Man, that’s lame.”
“You’ll never forget it though,” Treds muttered, shaking his head. “That’s advertising in a nutshell. This looks like the 

big place for new bodyparts. Shall we?”
Despite the multichromatic clash of the exterior, the store’s interior was almost somber. Rack after rack of body panels 

lined the walls, and sorted bins of magazines detailing upgrades capped aisles of internal components. The walls were dotted 
with posters for new enhancements, often with curvaceous female mechanoids in what had to be uncomfortable configura-
tions holding the high-tech parts in a teasing manner.

“Welcome to Swindle, Swindle and Swindle, professional bodyshop,” a nasal, untrustworthy voice called out within 
seconds of their entrance.

The source of the voice was a Decepticon behind the main counter. He bore features of a mustard-colored jeep, his head 
matching the cartoonish caricature on the sign outside: a peculiar square-shaped helmet with a goggle-like visor and promi-
nent forehead crest. “I’m Swindle, in case you couldn’t guess.”

“I understand you’re in the business of modification.” Treds said. 
“Refits, modification, upgrades, reformatting, full-body overhaul, you name it. Routine maintenance and one free sensor 

upgrade an orbital cycle for our Electrum Club customers, if you’re interested.” 
“I need to know if you provided a refit to this mech.” Treds withdrew a small device. He pressed a button on the side 

and a flickering hologram of Bug Bite’s head sprang into being.
Swindle stroked his chin for a moment. “Sorry chief, customer records are confidential. Body shops, doctors, lawyers, 

priests, it’s all the same thing….”
“Do I hafta get in a fistfight with every dipstick on this planet?” Bad Boy balled his fists and took a single step forward 

before Treds stopped him with his left hand.
“This isn’t the time.” Treds turned his attention back to the Decepticon behind the counter. “That’s funny. I thought 

everything was for sale in this ward.”
“Oh, well… when you put it that way.” Swindle nodded. “I might see clear to help. See, my manufacturer’s real sick… 

needs an operation, so I could violate my principles juuuust this once… if the price was right. Whatcha got in mind?”
“Silence.” Treds paused for a moment. “I think he was here. And here’s the thing… he didn’t have an ID bolt. And I’m 

sure Captain Cheetor would love to hear that you gave him a refit without leaving a way to track him. I don’t know the laws 
here, but I have to admit it sounds pretty illegal.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” Swindle muttered. He slid slightly to the left and leaned down, slow and 
subtle.

“Whatever you’ve got under the counter, stop reaching for it.” Treds held up the signal device. “Even if you managed to 
not get blasted by the large ordinance I’ve got coming out of my chest,” he tapped his cannon for effect, “I’d send a signal 
to the cops and they’d be down here in minutes. Can you hide two bodies that fast?”

“Maybe.” 
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“That’s not all.” Treds continued. “Word on the street is 
this ‘bot iced one of the busboys from The Blue Deployer.”

Treds could see the gears in Swindle’s head shifting, and 
shifting fast. “One of Cryotek’s boys…” he whispered. “And 
that would make you… You know… it’s coming back to me!” 
Swindle’s smile could have greased a drivetrain. “Yeah… 
You know, I think I could afford to get my memory defragged 
for say… silence plus two hundred?”

“One hundred.”
“One-fifty.”
Treds nodded to his companion. “Bad Boy, pay the man.”

“Here’s your friend… or what’s left of him.” Swindle turned the lights on in the back repair bay, revealing a vast cavern 
lined with glass tanks, makeshift surgical tables and racks of surplus parts. He walked over to a long, tarp-covered table and 
pulled the covering free. A pile of armor plates and internal components littered the table. On Earth, the majority of the parts 
might have been reassembled into the rough form of a white sub-compact car. “Or what he left behind, more accurately.”

“He kept most of his unique parts,” Treds muttered, surveying the remains.  “I don’t see his power pack, flight system, 
scanner array or com-port here.” He passed the signal device to Bad Boy. His hands now free, Treds pulled a small device 
from his storage compartment and ran it over the parts. “I suppose it’s too much to hope that… blast. This mass has been 
quantum-stabilized. This isn’t good.”

“I don’t even know what that means,” Bad Boy snarled.
“It means he used an Astro-Beam to escape the Processing center,” Treds grumbled as he continued to pick through the 

parts.   
“So much for the ‘Techs’ precious shielding.”
“Their shielding works against their own transwarp technology, Bad Boy. The Astro-Beam works on quantum principles 

of artificially induced superposition.”
“Huh?”
Treds peered into the underside of Bug Bite’s abandoned chest-piece. “Like a subatomic particle, the affected mass exists 

in multiple places at once... more or less. Once ‘observed,’ the waveform collapses and the matter settles into a position in 
space determined by the machine’s setting. The effect eventually inverts, returning the mass to its original state…”

Treds paused and turned. Bad Boy and Swindle were simply staring at him, faces blank with incomprehension. 
“Uh, yeah... it’s complicated. Basically, it’s a temporary teleporter effect that doesn’t use dimensional-transfer, just 

some of quantum physics’ more interesting properties.”
“Ugh! I hate quantum!” Bad Boy smacked his right fist into his left palm. “So when the beam wears off in forty-eight 

hours or so, bam! Bite’s back inside the transwarp complex... hey, waitaminit. Won’t he leave his new parts behind?” 
“He stabilized the old parts. When the Astro-Beam effect wears off, these parts will stay here. We can’t use them to 

catch up with him when he returns to the point he beamed from.” He turned back to the Decepticon. “What did you put him 
into?”

“I didn’t. He did all the work himself. Paid hefty for the privacy, too.” Swindle walked over to a computer bank on the 
back wall and began typing. “But he only used in-stock parts, so if I compare the inventory numbers… ah-hah…”

“What is it?” 
“Your boy dropped himself into an off-white C1186-P0019. Autobot design, popular with the espionage units and 

scouts.” He tapped a few keys and pulled up the schematics on a screen. The design was similar to Bug Bite’s most recent 
form, but the vehicle mode was sportier and the robot form more solidly built. “He picked up a Decepticon signal tran-
sponder and accessed the command library for Decepticon codes, so I’d bet he’s pretending to be a ‘Con for the moment. 
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There’s a lot of transthermal paint used up, so he’s probably customized to heck and back. Looks like he got himself a Wave-
Crusher flight pack out of storage… huh, that’s weird, he gutted the interior components. No way to tell what he put in it. 
Looks like he didn’t opt for the X-03 custom add-ons, either. Some heavy firepower in that kit.”

“Eh, why would he pick a mode so similar to the one he already had?” Bad Boy asked.
“If I know Bug Bite, he wanted to look different without looking conspicuous,” Treds mused. “He wouldn’t have needed 

a flight pack with his internal systems, but that design can’t fly on its own, so a fake flight pack would let him cover for it. 
It’s a non-combat model, so no one will expect his blaster systems… and, for lack of a better term, it’s ‘cute’. No one will 
suspect what he’s really capable of. We’d recognize him in a second, but in Axiom Nexus or any other Cybertron, he’s just 
one more Transformer.”

“Hey Swindle, how much for the same kinda deal?” Bad Boy grinned.
“Forget it, Bad Boy,” Treds warned. “Just because I don’t intend to stay here long, it doesn’t mean we’re going to blow 

all our funds right off. Any idea where he went, Swindle?”
Swindle tapped his foot and folded his arms across his chest. “Well, I was kind of hoping you could tell me that. See, 

he kinda left with only his down payment paid. Just poof, vanished right out of the bay when I wasn’t looking. Nothing 
registered on the security doors or transwarp dampeners, either. Lemme guess… Astro-Beam?”

“Uh…”
“The way I figure it,” Swindle continued, “I’m out a hefty chunk of change thanks to your friend, who’s packing some 

technology the TransTechs ain’t gonna be happy to find out about.” A dark, oily smile spread across his face.
Treds groaned. “Bad Boy… pay the man.”

“If they are not alive, then previous treaties mean nothing,” Demolishor snarled. “I can simply impound them.”
“Well, that’s the rub, now, isn’t it?” Airazor took a sip of her drink. “They rented a room with Miss Widow. Per the 

Leasee-Tenant Act, all property in a Class 4 rental location, like this one, that is not directly involved in the commission of 
a crime, becomes the property of the landlord upon the initiation of the criminal investigation of the owner.”

Demolishor tilted his head. “So?”
“They aren’t organics, they’re mechanoids without sparks. They’re drones.”
Without even looking back, Path Finder held a hand up, silencing Road Ranger before he could voice an objection. 
“As such, they’re property, albeit property that owns itself,” Airazor continued. “And as they were on premises, and 

none directly committed a crime, your investigation allows Miss Widow to impound them in lien for rent due.”
“Bah, they have organic components. What is to say they are not cyborgs?” Demolishor growled. 
“Mathematics,” she countered. “The current law states anything under 12% organic mass cannot be considered an 

organic lifeform. The Campaign for Equal Minds has a lobby going to change that, but, well, that could take vorns.”
The others in the room watched in rapt silence at the back-and-forth. Airazor was speaking standard Cybertronix, but 

she might as well have been using another language to most of the assembled mechanoids, and Demolishor was getting 
more and more flustered.

“Bah, so they are not cyborgs. They are property, then.” Demolishor turned to Path Finder. He withdrew a pair of 
manacles from a compartment at his hip and subtly brandished them.  “Property cannot own itself.”

“The case of D. Drone V Tankor would disagree.” Airazor paused for a moment. “As I recall that was a 7-to-2 decision. 
As long as Miss Widow intends to enforce her lien...”

Crystal Widow turned to Path Finder. “You owe me 750 cred. You got it?”
“No,” Path Finder lied.
“Yep, I’m holding ‘em in lien.”
“As long as this situation continues, they are Crystal Widow’s property,” Airazor said, turning back to Demolishor. “And 

since she has had nothing to do with this set of circumstances at all, you can’t confiscate her property without warrants.”
“I can get warrant in deci-cycles!” 
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“Perhaps from the TransTech government. But the Offworld Prosecution Guild also has to issue one. Archworld Treaty 
again. I would get one of your compatriots to stand in line. It’s tax time, you know, and the Guild is very busy this time of 
year.”

Demolishor’s fist made short work of the bar. His icy TransTech demeanor had cracked for only a moment but the 
resulting outburst had been sufficient to rend the bar’s steel surface in half. He composed himself and glared in the direction 
of Path Finder and her colleagues.

“You win this time, Inspector.” Demolishor grumbled. “I will focus my investigation on their missing companions until 
I am able to secure appropriate warrants.”

“I don’t mean to be intrusive, General,” Crystal Widow grumbled as she crossed her arms and glared at the TransTech. 
“But my bar?”

“Send bill to Military Intelligence expenditures department,” Demolishor snapped as he stomped to the front door, 
scaring the oil out of a mottled blue derelict that had just stepped in. “Bar is merely a thing. A piece of property. Such objects 
get… broken, easy to replace...” The front door slammed hard as he left, rattling glasses and bottles across the room.

“Oh no,” Road Ranger breathed. “He’s going after Treds and Bad Boy! We gotta warn them!”
“How?!” Small Foot threw her arms wide. “Ten cred says that big lummox can listen in to our radios!”
“He might be able to track them down anyway,” Ranger replied, tapping the ID bolt on his arm. “If we don’t warn them, 

they probably won’t even see him coming!”
“We have to risk it,” Path Finder sighed. “The General’s forced our hand. Hopefully Scooter’s enhancements to our 

emergency frequencies should baffle him just long enough… Treds, are you there?”
“Path Finder? Bad news. We got a lead on Bug Bite, he’s rebuilt and he had–”
“A portable Astro-Beam, we know. We’ll deal with him later! You’ve got a nasty piece of TransTech looking for you! 

Keep away from him at all costs!  I’m transmitting a visual and a recorded audio packet of some very confusing regulations 
that might keep you safe if you can find another officer! Tell him you’re the property of a Crystal Widow and you need an 
escort to… where we last saw you. Out!”

Path Finder turned to her teammates. “Small Foot, see if you can find anything out about those passes and meet us… 
you know where. C’mon, ‘Ranger.”

“Those regulations won’t work, will they?”
“I doubt it. Had to try. Let’s hurry.”
“If you leave here…” Airazor began.
“We know. Thank you for everything, Inspector Airazor. Let’s hope we see each other again. Alive.”
Small Foot spun toward Airazor as the two GoBots transformed into vehicle mode and sped off. “All right… what’s all 

this about passes?”
The Inspector didn’t reply, making her way with the crumpled bar.
“Hey! I’m talking to you!”
“Sorry about the mess,” Airazor muttered to Crystal Widow.
“Inspector, you know I run a clean place. I provide room and board for people down on their luck. Now, I’m used to the 

joint getting a little shot up now and again. I can almost set time by it. But coming from one of your boys?”
Airazor sighed. “I assure you, Miss Widow, I don’t claim the General as one of my own.”
“Still, you brought him to my doorstep, in my book that makes you a tour guide. I get you your drinks for free, I point 

you to the soft marks, and I even polish up your luck at the weekly games.”
“You are a good friend, Miss Widow.”
“Yes, I get that all the time,” Widow muttered as she picked up a few glasses that had survived their fall intact. “But 

more than that, I’m a good friend who’s owed a new bar. But since I’m never going to see the creds, I might as well get an 
explanation.”

“Yeah, I’d like one too!” Small Foot snapped.
Airazor turned back to Small Foot in annoyance. “Put it in neutral and observe the world around you for five cycles, will 

you?” She turned back to the barkeep. “Kids.”
The Widow shrugged. “She may be headstrong, but she has a point. You want to explain all this?” she said, waving a 

claw at what remained of Escargon.
“Curiosity is supposed to be a vice applied to felines and TransTech police captains, not arachnids.”
“That’s fine and dandy, but I don’t expect the experience to kill me, so the analogy falls flat.”
Airazor paused, tapping her lower lip with a single digit, looking around the room.
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Crystal Widow made a noise like clearing her throat, and what remained of her clientele began quickly gathering up 
their things and leaving, slipping out the front door or to the rooms in back. Within seconds, the three female mechanoids 
were the only ones left in the foyer. Crystal Widow pressed a section on the underside of the bar, and the front doors clanged 
shut.

“Nice,” Airazor breathed, genuinely impressed. “Well, those couriers our slimy friend put down? They were carrying 
something sensitive.” Airazor leaned in close and whispered. “Wouldn’t you know it, the slagging fools got jumped while 
carrying letters of transit. Nasty things allow a body to simply walk right through the dimensional gate checkpoints. Some 
black-ops thing, I’m sure. The bearer of the papers can’t be stopped and their authority can’t be questioned. I can trust you 
to keep this a secret, can’t I?”

To all outward appearances, the information failed to impress the Widow, but Airazor was positive she saw a vanish-
ingly quick glimmer in the technorganic’s eye. “I keep plenty of those. What’s one more for the pile?”

“And I trust you would tell me if you saw something like that waltz through here.” 
“I’d think you’d know me well enough for that.”
“Take an old hand’s advice, Miss Widow. Keep to your habits. Sentiment is dangerous when the Military Police is 

involved.”
Somewhat uncharacteristically, Widow seemed taken aback by the remark. She paused and gave Airazor a long look. 

“Why would I get involved?”
“Maybe these creatures remind you of yourself,” Airazor replied, nodding to Small Foot. “Maybe their ticket out of here 

could be yours too. Or, maybe you’d just like to make the General look bad. I wouldn’t blame you in any case.” Airazor 
paused. “This is Axiom Nexus, and half the deactivations I investigate are suicide-by-heroism cases. I’d really, really hate 
to have one be you. I’d never be able to relax over at the Blue Deployer like I can here”

“I bet.”
“The null barrier will keep our deceased friend safe until Hoist’s crew comes for him. I… have data to process on this 

whole mess.” She nodded to Small Foot. “Be careful out there. Now, Miss Widow…”
Crystal Widow nodded, releasing the door locks. Airazor took to the air, folding into a twin-cockpit jet form and rock-

eting out of the bar.
After a long pause Small Foot spoke. “Hand ‘em over. If you need payment I’ll find a way of getting whatever you 

want.”
“You think I have the passes?” Crystal Widow barely looked up as she poured herself a drink. Small Foot recognized 

the concoction’s composition. It was a cocktail of energon and other energy-bearing elements designed to induce excessive, 
system-shut-down-level intoxication in mechanoids. 

“One of ours bought one off the snail... I think... and if we’re going to follow him, and save our people, then we need 
those passes or whatever you want to call them. I understand commerce, and I’ll pay a fair price, but I am not kidding 
around.”

“Sorry, I’ve held packages for Escargon before, but he didn’t ask this time. Even if he had, what would I want with 
them? If I sell them the money wouldn’t do me much good before some ‘Tech like the General chose to ventilate me. Not 
that there’s much I could do with it anyway. I’m stuck here like you, everything I’ve known and loved forever beyond my 
reach.”

She took a long gulp from the glass. “You should have stayed in your pond and at least died among your friends.” Crystal 
Widow drained the contents of her glass and continued. “The Multiverse is a big, scary place... full of demon-gods that eat 
planets and lords of light that only crop up to save you if you haul around the right jewelry. Mechs like us, we get to live and 
die with a minimum of pain if we’re lucky. Try too hard to survive and you get to keep company with a lot of ghosts.”

“And what about the universe... the Multiverse? If we give up, it dies.”
Widow turned back to her glass. “It will die anyway; it’s just a matter of when and how much pain happens in between 

then and now.”
“You know, you sound like you’re trying to convince yourself more than me.” Small Foot glared at Crystal Widow as 

she spoke. “And you’re wrong about the universe… and another thing. You haven’t lost everything you love.”
Crystal Widow froze, features hardening.
“You still have your own selfish misery.”
The words hung in the air. For several seconds, the only noise came from the distant clatter of life outside the bar.
“You’re new here, so I’ll let that one slide,” came the hissed reply. “You’re a little girl out of her element and you have 

no clue what I’ve been through.”
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“You’re right. I don’t,” Small Foot spat back. “Does anyone? Or do you push them all away before they can try?”
Crystal Widow’s reply was a long, hard glare. Small Foot stood her ground and replied in kind.
“You aren’t the only person of interest in this city. You’re not even the only one in this bar,” Widow replied. “Sometimes 

it’s a whole world, sometimes its just a city, or a few friends, or a lover… Everyone always wants to be someplace else, 
sister.  But wanting and being are two different things. So you try anything you can, make deals and do things you’re not 
proud of. Make friends you wouldn’t normally make… for all the good it does.”  

“The Inspector?”
“We break a lot of rules. Some for comfort, some for profit, and some for all the right reasons. I’m under too much 

scrutiny for her to grease the wheels for me. I put things in her favor and she either looks the other way or doesn’t as it helps 
me. But I’m still here at the end of the day and I will be here at the end of the world.”

Small Foot raised her hand, pointing at Crystal Widow. “The end of the world isn’t always the end of the world. My 
people are still here, holding out and fighting with millions of refugees from other worlds already lost. Life changes, but we 
change with it. I’m not afraid of General Demolishor or the TransTech government and I’m going out that door and into a 
Multiverse of hope, not sit and wallow in self-pity! There’s always, always some measure of hope out there, even when  it 
seems to fade and crumble… it’ll be back! Otherwise… why are you even here?”

The question hung in the air for several seconds. Wordlessly, staring at nothing, Crystal Widow slowly reached for the 
bottle on the dented bar in front of her. Before her claw could close around it, the bottle exploded as something collided with 
it. Liquid energon splattered across the bar.

Widow’s head snapped up and back around to Small Foot. The small machine was reeling in the hurled winch-hook, 
the cable disappearing into her right hip. “Bill me,” she sighed before she shifted into truck mode and peeled out after her 
teammates.

“Treds... Why are we running and not flying?!” Bad Boy shouted. 
“Because in the air we’re easier targets!” Treds responded, feet pounding rapidly. “If you hadn’t left the signal device in 

the repair shop we wouldn’t have to be looking for a cop on foot!”
“What about Bug Bite? Shouldn’t we radio him? He doesn’t like us but he wouldn’t...”
“He’s gone, Bad Boy!” Treds spun in mid-stride to dodge what appeared to be a gigantic ambulatory tree stump, which 

yelled at him in some indecipherable eldritch tongue. “He wouldn’t have changed body parts while in Astro-Beam displace-
ment unless he had a compensator to shift the effect from his old parts to his new ones! And with a compensator he could 
accelerate the quantum decay and force an early retrieval the moment he had what he needed! He left Axiom Nexus hours 
ago, and all he left behind was a bunch of scrap, a huge repair bill and us!” Treds noticed that Bad Boy was fiddling with 
the com-link access panel on his right wrist. “What are you doing?”

“Calling for help!” 
A low whistle rose in the air behind the two GoBots. The sound grew increasingly loud for a few moments. Treds turned 

just in time to see a bright blue blur detonate meters behind him. A shockwave ripped out and caught Bad Boy and Treds in 
mid-stride. The next thing either of them experienced was the painful impact of their bodies against an alley wall.

“CRIMINALS! I inform you of your unconditional surrender!” Demolishor’s voice bellowed through the street. The 
massive machine strode past the handful of groaning citizens who had also been caught in the shockwave. He snorted and 
sent an unfortunate mechanoid in his path into a nearby garbage bin with a dismissive kick. “Keep hands where I can see 
them and power down all weapons and talent powers!” 

“Eat this, fascist!” Bad Boy spun around as quickly as his aching form allowed. A bolt of energy leapt from his 
outstretched fist and struck the approaching TransTech in the face. Demolishor’s stride faltered briefly, but he kept coming. 
The damaged plating that formed his face folded and shifted. New plates emerged as the damaged components sank beneath 
his surface. 
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“Resisting arrest is criminal offense... penalty is death!” Demolishor’s right shoulder directed a burst of white-hot 
plasma toward the young Renegade. Treds barely managed to pull Bad Boy out of the way of the blast, which cracked and 
melted the metal surface of the street.

“Bad Boy... hit him high, I’ll hit him low!” Treds fired his chest-cannon at Demolishor, who shrugged off the assault 
and kept coming.

“You’re always biting my style, old timer!” Bad Boy took to the air in his robot mode and continued firing short bursts 
of energy fire into their adversary. The General flinched at each impact as though he were stung by a small insect. With a 
sudden roar he leapt into the air and caught his assailant by the leg. Treds fell under the impact of Bad Boy’s body, which 
had become a living projectile in the hands of the immense TransTech General.

“Bad Boy! Bad Boy, wake up!”
“Hnughuhh… narlie’s got my money…”
“He’s alive. Let’s get him on his feet.”
“Whuz… wah… whuhappa?” Bad Boy’s head rolled around loosely like a marionette’s for a few moments as Road 

Ranger pulled him to his feet.
Path Finder held Bad Boy’s head upright. “We were hoping you could tell us. Where’s Treds?”
The Renegade shuddered. “Trans… big TransTech… he… he got the drop on us!” Confusion quickly vanished as raw 

anger boiled to the surface. “He… he took Treds!”
“Where?”
Bad Boy pushed, breaking free of the Guardians’ grip. “How the heck should I know?! Maybe you didn’t notice, but that 

goon knocked me cold! They could be anywhere!... How did you find me, anyway?”
“We heard about a disturbance involving a TransTech soldier from a few fleeing bots,” Road Ranger muttered. “And 

took an educated guess.”
The sound of an engine drew their attention. Small Foot ramped a pile of detritus in vehicle mode and skidded up to the 

trio as she hit the ground. “That’s one. So now what?”
“We make another call,” Path Finder replied, activating her commlink. “Treds. Are you there?”
“Ah, excellent. Was hoping you would call soon.”
“General Demolishor,” Path Finder hissed back. “What have you done with Treds?”
“He is alive. For now. You will come to me if you want him back. You will bring what you bought from treacherous 

mollusk. I am transmitting coordinates. You will be here in twenty cycles, alone, or your friend dies.”
“But we didn’t-” was as far as Path Finder got before the data packet hit her comm., and the connection went dead. 

“Great. We have twenty… minutes? Whatever… not a lot of time to bring something we don’t have to a place where he’s 
likely going to try and kill us all.”

“Without the cops being all over him?” Bad Boy asked.
“If I’m reading these coordinates correctly… he’s in the Heap. Beyond the Café… beyond the law.” She sighed. “And I 

don’t think we’re going to have a lot of folks sympathetic enough to our problems to risk dying for our friend.”

“There,” Demolishor growled as Treds’ main cannon buckled and bent in the TransTech’s grip. “Just so you do not get 
funny ideas.”
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“The others don’t have the passes,” Treds growled. He couldn’t remember much of the last several minutes. He’d 
blacked out once Demolishor brought Bad Boy down in his head. When he woke up he found himself in the middle of 
what he’d heard referred to as the Heap. A layer of Cybertron deep underground where the refuse caught in the TransTechs’ 
dimensional sieves went, as well as those who wanted to escape even the most rudimentary aspects of civilization and law. 
Miles upon miles of rusted scrap, clumps of rock and dirt, derelict spaceships and other debris made up the terrain here. 
Every now and then something made a horrible, unidentifiable noise in the distance.

“I shall determine that myself,” Demolishor replied coldly, checking the binders that kept Treds’ arms securely behind 
his back, “When I sort through their remains.” Satisfied Treds was secured to the anchor-point, Demolishor turned to scan 
the dingy horizon.

There were a few moments of silence until Treds spoke. “So why don’t you want anyone else to find these passes?” His 
tone was almost conversational.

After a few moments, Demolishor simply replied “That is none of your concern.”
“You’re using me as bait to lure my friends here so you can kill them in a search for some hot property without 

worrying about the law,” Treds replied. “I may be new to your ‘enlightened’ society, but where I come from, that’s cause 
for concern.”

Demolishor turned quickly, a beam of red light spitting from his extended right optic, ending at Treds’ throat.  The tank 
winced as a slight burning sensation hit his sensor net.

“Perhaps I burn your voicebox out now. You are causing me much annoyance.”
The beam terminated after a few moments of silence. “I thought so.”
Treds watched as Demolishor paced liked an animal. He’s nervous. He’s doing something patently against his law for 

something he’s not even sure we’ve got. This could swing either way for us. Nervous people get sloppy and make mistakes.
On the other hand, he’s also got enough firepower to wipe us off the map. He better get really sloppy, or we’re toast.
Treds flexed his fingers as he watched, and waited.

“Anyone get the feeling we’re being watched?” Road Ranger moved through the irregular paths of the Heap with 
careful, measured steps. 

“Frankly, yes,” Small Foot quavered. “I looked this place up in that data-con we got.”
“Yeah?”
“The first words on it were ‘Stay out unless you really want to die.’”
“Lovely,” Bad Boy sneered. “Again… why aren’t we flying?”
“Because that puts us in sight, and we’re walking into an ambush anyhow,” Path Finder replied.
“Did you hear that?” Road Ranger grabbed Path Finder’s shoulder. “Tell me you heard that!”
“Yes… and I see that too,” Path Finder whispered, pointing.
The creature that sloughed over the hill of garbage looked vaguely like a crocodile with a beetle-shell back, though its 

mottled skin and rangy limbs looked more like a frog’s. Twice as long as the GoBots were tall, its eyeless head tapered off 
into a conical snout. A pair of long tentacles protruded from each cheek, whipping around as the monstrosity sniffed the 
air.

One of the tendrils lashed out, wrapping itself around an ancient piece of unidentifiable machinery. The air filled with a 
horrible creaking, and the metal corroded where the monster’s skin touched, rust spreading along its surface. The creature’s 
snout split open into four flaps, the inner lining of each covered in short yet sharp-looking grinding teeth. With a tug of its 
head, the hunk of metal was wrenched free from its moorings and dragged into the maw, decomposing further as the thing’s 
saliva splashed against it.

The four GoBots slowly backed away as the thing masticated its now-smoking meal, spraying rusted metal fragments 
and emitting a sharp stench of acid.

“Okay,” Path Finder said over the communications frequency. “On my signal… we fly.”
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“Nobody stays long in Heap,” Demolishor said, almost casually, as he took pot-shots at something in the distance. 
“Many very dangerous things get dumped here. There is no law to protect... only law of jungle. Weak are consumed by 
strong.” He shot a nasty glance at Treds. “Perhaps your friends will not make it alive. I can pick passes up from their corpses. 
Not as much fun, but very efficient.”

“And you’re not afraid of whatever’s out there?” Treds muttered.
The TransTech turned, optics blazing.
“They are afraid of me, little bot.”

“What is so important to this goon to go through all this?!” Bad Boy growled.
“Black ops passes,” Small Foot said as she watched the terrain of the Heap whiz by below. “Sounds like Escargon got 

his slimy hands on them, and Leftenant Dipstick thinks we have them now. Apparently, anybody with one can go through a 
dimensional gate unquestioned. Only for high-level military use, if the Inspector’s correct.”

The four GoBots flew low–but not too low–over the random and uneven landscape of the Heap. The first encounter with 
the horrible metallivorous organic beast-thing had spooked them. The murderous gang of mechanoids they encountered 
shortly afterward that hurled makeshift arrows and hunks of scrap at them as they flew overhead convinced them to stay off 
the ground for the remainder of their journey.

“I wish we did have ‘em,” Bad Boy muttered. “I’m really beginning to hate this planet.”
“No wonder the General’s so eager to get those back,” Path Finder replied. “That’s some dangerous stuff. The TransTechs 

are paranoid enough about us outworlders as it is. If they realized they might not be able to control who’s leaving…”
 “So Bug Bite trades the Astro-Beam projector for one of these passes…” Road Ranger grumbled.
“An’ with a new body, he waltzes right up to a warp gate with the ‘Techs thinking he’s one of them on a spy mission!” 

Bad Boy snapped, thumping his fist into his palm. “He’s gotta already be at the twenty-second level!”

Path Finder was expecting an ambush when she arrived at the meeting coordinates. Instead, Demolishor stood in the 
open atop one of the larger hillocks of debris. He held Treds in front of him as a shield, despite the fact that the smaller 
robot’s form only covered about a forth of Demolishor’s body. 

“This is deal,” Demolishor stated coldly. “Give me passes, surrender yourselves and no killing. Or… refuse, and there 
is much killing, and I am taking passes from corpses.”

“Fine,” Path Finder muttered. She reached into a compartment in her left wrist and withdrew a small box. “You want 
your passes so bad? Just let Treds go.”

“You had them all this time?” Bad Boy shouted. “You glitch! We could have used them to escape!”
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“Toss it here. Now!” Demolishor shouted. Path Finder begrudgingly hurled the box to the awaiting TransTech. 
Demolishor caught it easily with one hand, keeping Treds held tight with the other. “Very good... Now let us see...” A panel 
on his inner forearm folded out, a smaller manipulator arm uncurling and prying open the lid.

Demolishor bristled as he looked into the box. “Idiot machine! Box is empty! You have thrown wrong box!”
“You know… for a race so advanced… you sure can be stupid,” Treds growled, dark humor in his tone.
Demolishor howled as Treds’ hand-blasters spat energy into his hand. The damage was minimal, but it was enough 

to disorient the TransTech for a valuable moment and release his grip on his prisoner. Treds dove forward and scrambled 
down the hillock of detritus that he and Demolishor had stood on. As the TransTech turned in preparation for pursuit or a 
retaliatory strike, a volley of energy blasts from Small Foot, Path Finder and Bad Boy struck him in the chest caught his 
attention. 

“So you didn’t have the passes?!” Bad Boy shouted over the sound of blaster fire. “I’m confused!”
“It was a trick, Bad Boy!” Path Finder shouted. “Try and keep up from here on out!”
Treds ran behind a heap of rusted girders as the other four GoBots opened fire with their fist-blasters. “Bad Boy! Get 

me out of these cuffs so I can help!” 
Bad Boy broke away from the other Gobotronians and rushed to Treds’s side. “Hold still! I’m gonna blast ‘em!” Bad 

Boy pointed both fists and poured streams of blaster energy into the binders.
“Ow! OW! STOP!” Treds howled, jerking out of the way.
The beams of energy ceased, and Bad Boy peered at Treds’ wrists. The binders appeared unharmed, but the armor they 

bound showed signs of damage.
“Man. What are these things made out of?!” Bad Boy shook his head. 
The sound of an explosion made them look up, and Small Foot went flying uncontrolled over a hillock of scrap.
“Maybe you better sit this one out for now, old man,” Bad Boy growled as he took to the air again in robot mode, fist-

blasters at full charge. “I’m gonna show this goon how a Renegade fights!”
Treds sighed and shook his head just as Bad Boy ducked a burst of superheated plasma. “Yeah… stupidly and without 

a plan,” he muttered.
Demolishor was keeping the two Gobotronians pinned down and had the others on the run with brief bursts of automatic 

weapons fire from his shoulders. Each step brought him closer to his quarry. Soon he would breach their makeshift barrier, 
or else his continuous weapons fire would obliterate it.

“Hands off my property!”
The shout came from above the assembled combatants. A giant biomechanical spider skittered down a glowing energon 

line toward the battle. Grasped in its two forward legs was a pair of large jugs of high-grade energon fuel, the kind used for 
high-end consumption. The spider released its lines and tumbled through the air towards the General. As she fell her body 
glowed from within and transformed into the humanoid form of Crystal Widow. Before anyone could react she hurled both 
jugs of energon into Demolishor’s body and landed just in front of him. Briefly blinded by the energon in his optics, the 
General could only flail wildly as Crystal Widow bounded to a safe distance. 

“Was that supposed to explode or something?” Bad Boy shouted. “Because it’s not exploding or anything!”
“Or something, indeed.” Crystal Widow growled, her voice lacking her nominal air of defeat. She extended her right 

arm and mimed a crushing motion with her claw. The green and yellow energon fluid that soaked Demolishor’s exostructure 
shifted and coalesced into a series of crystalline manacles that drew the General’s limbs tight against his body. He howled 
in anger and rocked back and forth, trying to break his bonds.

“Now General, this has gone on far enough,” Crystal Widow called out. “I’ve given you plenty of chances to let all this 
go and act civil, but if you don’t quit, I’m going to have to do more than tie you up.”

“Such bravado. You think that will stop me, foolish insect?!”
“I’m an arachnid,” Crystal Widow snapped as she pointed both claws at him, her eyes glowing white. “And not 

really…”
Demolishor’s optics went wide, and his body started to emit grinding noises.
“… but crystallizing your energon flow? Yeah, that oughtta do it.”
Demolishor let out a strangled, choking yell as smoke streamed from various joints. With a snarl, Widow twisted her 

arm, the elongated central finger suddenly extending into a wicked-looking blade, and a spire of energon crystal erupted 
through the TransTech’s back. Demolishor went still, the light from his optics fading.

“That should keep him out of action,” Crystal Widow sighed. She lowered her arms, claw retracting back to normal 
length, and turned to the GoBots. “Let’s call the authorities before something else goes wrong.” 
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As Crystal Widow began to walk away, she heard the distinctive sound of crystal cracking. Before she could react, 
pods on each of Demolishor’s shoulders opened up, revealing quad-barreled cannons that spat plasma fire directly into 
her midsection. The technorganic was thrown backwards, the shock sending her back into her arachnid mode, landing in a 
smoldering heap among the trash.

Demolishor smiled as he flexed, energon bonds and blade shattering into fragments. “Redundant power systems, little 
bug… Zodiac energy engine.”

“Absorb this!” Road Ranger pointed both fists at Demolishor and fired both of his blasters. The bolts of energy struck 
the General in his lower back and continued to pelt his form. The damage from such a primitive weapon was minimal, equal 
to a standard Autobot hand-pistol, yet these beams were continuous streams rather than quick bursts. The dull sting of insig-
nificant low-tech attacks gave way to burning pain as Road Ranger held the beams on his target. Demolishor whirled to face 
his attacker, only to have the beams redirected to his chest. “You don’t like that, do you? You may be a big bad high-tech 
machine, but I am a man, and I will always beat you!”

Demolishor flinched. The cyborg was right. He had been taken by surprise. Demolishor blocked the beams with his 
forearms but shorter blasts from Road Ranger’s companions pelted him from every side. The heat was palpable and the 
sensation would have become agony seconds ago if the TransTech had not deactivated those circuits moments previous. 
Demolishor plodded slowly forward and let his shifting point-defense armor take the brunt of the attacks. “Is all you got? 
You? A man?! You are bacteria with delusions of grandeur!” With each step Demolishor took Road Ranger’s fear became 
more potent and his blaster output increased.

“Road Ranger! Power down! Your exostructure...” Path Finder shouted over the din. Road Ranger stood firm even as 
his hands glowed red-hot. The energy his arms channeled overtook their circuits and his hands exploded from within. As he 
fell the energy continued to pour out of his arms. To Demolishor’s surprise, Road Ranger channeled every flickering spark 
of it into his adversary until a dismissive kick from the monstrous TransTech sent the wounded Guardian hurtling through 
the air to land several meters to the right of Crystal Widow. 

“Congratulations, you have caused me discomfort.” Demolishor’s face twisted into an expression of sadistic glee. “Now 
I employ... extra-lethal force.” Demolishor lowered his quad-cannons and aimed them at the prone Road Ranger and Crystal 
Widow.

Bad Boy leapt up from behind and slammed the flats of his palms into Demolishor’s back. A brief flash of light from the 
point of impact directly preceded a sharp growl as Demolishor’s armor shredded at the contact point. Demolishor swung a 
fist wide and missed. Bad Boy dove between the TransTech’s legs and flat-palmed the inside of Demolishor’s left knee. The 
TransTech faltered and diverted his self-repair mechanisms from the wound on his back to the more pressing knee joint only 
to have Bad Boy skitter up his side and produce similar wounds on his chest and arm. 

“Catch me if you can!” Bad Boy shouted as he bounded around the larger robot. Each strike stung and complicated 
Demolishor’s already straining self-repair process.

“Gladly.”
While Bad Boy did his best to keep the General busy, Road Ranger regained consciousness. His hands were blown apart 

and he leaked fuel from multiple wounds. Lying about a meter away from him was the crumpled form of Crystal Widow. 
She lay in a pool of spilled energon fuel from both her own wounds and Road Ranger’s.

It took him a moment to realize that while she lay in a growing pool of energon, she was elevated above his position by 
the heap of junk she lay on. The energon was pooling up an incline to reach her. As the trickle touched her, she gave off a 
faint glow, and her burnt flesh began to heal.

Road Ranger began to crawl his way over. “What... are you doing?”
She slowly, painfully turned her head to face him, a single eye twitching open. “I… can heal if… I have… energon. I 

can do… a lot… with it,” she wheezed out.
“Can it get you… into fighting shape?” Road Ranger groaned.
“If I… have enough. But I-”
“Get ready,” Road Ranger raised his right-arm stump and slammed it into a chunk of armor plating. Emergency cut-off 

valves burst, metal cracked, and a pained howl echoed through the Heap.  
 “I gotcha!” Small Foot yelled as she pulled a tow-cable from an open panel on her hip.  She gave it a few quick spins 

before hurling it towards Bad Boy, who had been sent flying uncontrollably by a backhanded blow from the General. 
The hook whipped around his arm and wrapped it in a tight grip. Small Foot spun on her heel, momentum swinging the 
Renegade around in a wide arc.
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Bad Boy howled a battle cry as he swung wide, the tow-hook disengaging as he shifted into his assault plane mode. 
“Chew on this!” he screamed as he opened up with his nosecone blaster.

“You hit him high, I’ll hit him low!” Small Foot called out as she folded up into truck mode. She gunned her motor as 
her grill opened up, exposing her tow-cable. The cable once again flew through the air, this time finding its mark around 
one of Demolishor’s legs. As Path Finder and Bad Boy strafed the TransTech in multiple successive runs, Small Foot drove 
around him in wide circles, each lap wrapping the tow cable tighter about his legs. 

After the sixth lap Small Foot cut hard to the left and pushed with every ounce of power she could muster but Demolishor 
held his ground. Just as Demolishor lowered his shoulder cannons to take aim at Small Foot’s vehicle form Bad Boy came 
around on his next strafing run. Instead of shooting, however, he dived at full speed and converted to his robot mode. 
His outstretched fists struck Demolishor in the back and sent the TransTech toppling to the ground, where he lay still and 
silent.

“We… we did it!” Path Finder shouted as she circled above. 
“I save my biggest sucker punches for the biggest suckers!” Bad Boy returned to the air where he looped and danced 

in triumph. 
“But for how long? Let’s get Treds out of here before-” Small Foot’s sentence ended when she felt the tow-line snap 

tight once more. Instinctively she released her hold on the cable, which immediately snapped back as Demolishor burst his 
bonds. 

By the time the GoBots returned their attention to their foe, Demolishor’s body had already begun to split along hundreds 
of previously-invisible seams. Armor plates unfolded from within his body, components boiled to his surface as others were 
subsumed into the reconfiguring mass. Within seconds, his transformation completed, and a massive tank-like vehicle 
stood in his place. The monstrosity stood upon six independently-mobile tread mechanisms and bore a host of cannons that 
bristled in every direction. The most terrifying aspect of the war machine, however, was the fact that it had a mouth: a pair 
of grinding cylinders, each the size of Small Foot’s torso, formed a hideous maw at the front of the vehicle. 

“You should be honored, low-tech scum!” the machine bellowed with a voice that seemed to echo from within each 
weapon. “General Demolishor does not utilize combat mode for just anyone!”

“Keep firing!” Bad Boy shouted. “This doesn’t change anything!”
The blaster-fire from the assembled GoBots hammered Demolishor from every side. But the armored shell of the war-

tank shifted and sealed after each blast. The return fire from Demolishor’s blasters, however, made its mark. Bolts of searing 
light hammered Small Foot to the ground and shot Road Ranger’s left leg out from under him. All the while Demolishor 
laughed in sadistic glee. Crystal Widow collapsed into her technorganic spider mode and managed to scuttle behind a pile 
of scrap. 

Crystal Widow concentrated on the garbage that provided scant protection against the rampaging TransTech General. 
There was energon here, scraps and smears left on the inside of old pipes and in the corpses of the discarded dead. She 
reached out with her talent and began coaxing the liquid free of its prison. It wasn’t much, but it would have to do… and 
right now, they needed anything they could get.

On the other side of Crystal Widow’s makeshift barrier, Bad Boy had swooped down and landed on top of Demolishor’s 
tank form. “Get in close, he can’t fight back with no arms!” he shouted to his companions as smashed his opened hands into 
a gun turret. Bad Boy unleashed his blasters and shredded the weapon before leaping to a higher-point on the tank to avoid 
a counter-blast from another turret. 

“Your alternate mode design is limited as your evolutionary advancement!” the tank bellowed. Panels opened on each 
side of the tank’s body, and a pair of metallic tentacles slithered free, each three times Bad Boy’s length and tipped with a 
vicious clamp. The Renegade barely ducked out of the way of the left tentacle’s swipe, but the right cracked across his face. 
He toppled from his perch and rolled down a hill of garbage to land in a heap. 

“Bad Boy!” Treds shouted as he stepped out from behind the decaying remains of a power generator. A barrage of 
plasma fire drove him back behind his cover.

“My face!” Bad Boy screamed in agony. The tentacle had smashed his optics and ripped free the left half of his face. “I 
can’t see!” 

“Keep your head, boy!” Treds shouted into his com-link. “Convert! Your vehicle mode sensor net may still operate!”
Bad Boy shifted into his plane mode. As Treds predicted, his sensor net functioned despite the damage to his nosecone. 

Bad Boy took to the skies, joining Path Finder in strafing runs against the TransTech tank. Their airborne assault drew 
Demolishor’s fire upward and away from their companions. The tank itself, however, lurched forward, meter after meter 
across the rough and uneven terrain, making its way slowly towards Small Foot’s injured form. 
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Small Foot was still conscious when the pincers grabbed her right arm and left leg, lifting her into the air. The energy 
volley had injured her, but she remained marginally functional. Weapons fire erupted all around her, but Demolishor’s guns 
ignored her form. Instead, the tentacles drew her closer and closer to the hideous jaws of the tank with a torturously cruel 
slowness. The grinder-wheels began to spin and the small Guardian could see flames churn deep within the monster through 
the opening between the rollers.

The opening was only as wide as her hand. Small Foot struggled wildly against the General’s clamps, bringing her 
free arm up to fire at his maw in panic. The blaster-fire ricocheted off the spinning drums without effect as Demolishor 
laughed.

“Leave her alone!”
The command came from Road Ranger, who hovered unsteadily in his robot mode. His left knee was a shambles but 

he managed to hold himself aloft with his flight system. His wounds were plugged with growths of crystalline energon, 
courtesy of Crystal Widow’s unique talents. His chest-panel hung open and he held his own weapon-system power pack 
between the stumps that were once his wrists. With a monumental effort, he spun in midair, hurling the pack toward the 
General’s ‘mouth’.

The gears made quick work of the device’s casing. The resulting explosion failed to damage Demolishor’s body, but the 
blast was sufficiently surprising to force his claws to release their captive. Small Foot fell just short of Demolishor’s grinder 
and tumbled out of his reach. Driven by fear and pain, she limped behind a pile of girders and shattered roofing tiles. 

Road Ranger was less fortunate. Demolishor’s main cannon-cluster blasted him in the gut. He hit the ground hard, and 
fell comatose as his systems shunted the last of his energy to the task of preserving his brain functions.

From behind his cover, Treds saw Crystal Widow, now fully healed by Road Ranger’s energon “transfusion,” draw the 
last scraps of energon from the ground. She had returned to robot form and was shaping the energon into a long, serrated 
crystal blade. Treds leapt from behind his pile of junk and slid up to her when a strafing run by Path Finder temporarily drew 
Demolishor’s attention. “Quick! Give me a shot of that!”

“What?”
“That’s energon you’re using, right? Unless you can break these binders, I need a power boost or else I’m just dead 

weight in this fight!” Treds gestured to his shattered cannon.
With a shrug, Widow placed her claw on Treds’ shoulder, and let the energon flow through his armor. The sound of 

metal popping brought her attention to his crumpled tank barrel, which was straightening out and re-forming itself. Within 
seconds, the barrel looked like new.

“Thanks,” Treds nodded as Widow removed her claw. “Just what the ol’ repair systems needed.”
Widow gave him a long stare. “You’re not technorganic… how did you do that?”
Treds turned, aiming at Demolishor. “Oh yeah, most Cybertronians haven’t developed that kind of self-repair, have 

they? Well, if we make it out of here alive…” The latest volley of plasma bolts ceased and Treds leapt into the open to fire 
his cannon. The shell exploded against one of Demolishor’s tentacle-claws, knocking it away moments before it regained 
its grip on Small Foot. The momentary pause allowed her to hurl a spare tow-cable at a steel girder imbedded in the refuse. 
Retracting the winch, Small Foot quickly dragged herself to a new hiding spot. 

“What does it take to put this creep down?!” Bad Boy yelled as he made another strafing run. The paint on his wings 
blistered and charred when a volley of plasma bolts passed too close to his chassis despite his attempt to barrel-roll out of 
the way. .

“Everything we have,” Path Finder responded over the com-link. She landed, quickly scooping up a pile of nuts, bolts 
and scraps of metal in her arms. “GoBots, get away from the target.”

“What?!” Bad Boy responded. 
“That is an order!” Path Finder shouted. “Withdraw now!”
Roughly fifty meters separated Path Finder from the General. She stood silent, staring at the tank as Demolishor directed 

his cannons to face her. For a few moments he took aim, but the GoBot neither attacked nor flinched. With a laugh, the tank 
split apart and reformed into the General’s robot body.

“You have lost one already, the others are mostly crippled,” he chortled. “What can you do against me?”
“I can give you all this and make you stop,” she said, staring directly into his optics while raising the load of scrap 

cradled in her arms.
Demolishor’s bark of laughter echoed across the Heap. “How cute! Leader of garbage has come to make offering of 

garbage in surrender.” 
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To all who watched, Path Finder seemed to be two places at once. One Path Finder stood fifty meters from the General, 
the other merely five meters away from him. This illusion lasted for only a split second. The first Path Finder vanished and 
a thunderclap ripped through the air, rattling the loose landscape and shaking the combatants.

The second Path Finder’s arms were empty, and every forward surface of her was white hot and shredded. She collapsed 
on the ground as Demolishor’s body ripped open in hundreds of places at once and flew backwards at incredible speed, yet 
no one could see just what had struck him.

“What in the Pit just happened?!” Crystal Widow gasped as she rose to her feet.
Treds stared in horror. “Gods of Gobotron… Her FTL drive… She used it to move faster than light and let go of all that 

junk midway through! It was a tiny jump, but the friction in an atmosphere...”
Treds ran awkwardly over to Path Finder’s fallen form. “C’mon ‘Finder, be alive… Widow! Help me out here!”
Crystal Widow cleared the space in a few short leaps, kneeling beside him.
“Okay, Widow, there’s an access panel in my sternum. Pop it open! Right. Red wire. Detach the top connector… ow… 

okay, that’s my main power system! Find the same part in Path Finder’s chest… rip the armor off if you have to!”
“I found it!”
“Good! Plug the wire in! She needs this or she’s going to die!” Treds groaned as he delivered a powerful shock into her 

systems. Path Finder’s body convulsed. “Fight, girl, fight!” 
Crystal Widow placed her claws on Path Finder’s shredded form, challenging what little energon she had left into the 

GoBot’s automatic repair systems. Path Finder shook and groaned as her optics flickered back to life. “Did… we…”
“She’s alive!” Treds’ voice cracked with joy. “Take care of her, I’ll tend to the others!” 
“Lay still…” Crystal Widow smiled at Path Finder as Treds took to his feet. “The General is-”
“Extremely angry.”
Crystal Widow turned slowly. What was left of the General was a horror to behold. His left leg was torn completely free, 

leaving him to stand with the support of the pincer-tentacles he utilized in vehicle mode. His armor plating was ripped open, 
exposing a pulsing mass of internal mechanisms that belched oil and leaked energon from every joint. His face was ripped 
open, revealing his skull-like endostructure.

With a swing of his arm he sent Crystal Widow sprawling. Bad Boy and Treds dived toward him only to be met with 
blasts from Demolishor’s cannons that sent them tumbling into the ground. Maimed and teetering on the edge of stasis-lock, 
Demolishor heaved and staggered as he moved. Path Finder could see a thousand weak spots and vulnerabilities now, but 
she could not move to take advantage of them. The General loomed over Path Finder and raised his arm. Plates shifted and 
his hand was replaced by a massive serrated blade. “Now I rip your flesh-brain out of your worthless low-tech head.”

Path Finder raised her arms to shield herself as if it would matter. Demolishor’s fist came down…
…and once again, the world blurred around her. With a start, her optics opened. Commander Cheetor cradled her in his 

arms, his lower legs converted to large wheels. He skimmed effortlessly over the broken terrain and gave her a nod. Assured 
she was still functional, he spun to a halt, turning back to the stunned General.

“General Demolishor! Stand down immediately!”
Demolishor wrenched his blade free of the deep hole in the ground where Path Finder had been mere seconds ago. He 

staggered as he tried to stand upright. The battle over and his rage cowed he finally collapsed to one knee under the stress 
of his injuries. It took him several moments before his internal control systems managed to compensate for the pain, and 
he looked around almost frantically as the area filled with security units of all shapes. The General recovered quickly 
though, balancing himself as haughtily as possible considering his condition. “Excellent. Commander, I have been-”

“General Demolishor, you are under arrest for assault with the use of unauthorized lethal force. Class-Ten military-
grade weapons against Class-Six drones, specifically.”

“What?!” Demolishor bellowed. Any further outburst was silenced as his sensor net picked up a large number of 
weapons charges being primed, doubtlessly pointed in his direction. He forced himself to his remaining foot and used his 
functioning grappler-arms as makeshift crutches to keep him there.

“Surely you are making bad joke. Besides, Class-Six drones are legally not alive!”
“Oh, no, not this routine again,” Small Foot groaned as she supported Road Ranger’s sparking, but now conscious, 

form. Bad Boy stumbled about in robot mode behind them.
“That’s true,” Airazor’s voice called out as she hovered in over the scene in starfighter mode, shifting to land beside 

Crystal Widow. Extending a hand, she gripped Widow’s arm and helped the technorganic to her feet. “But the General 
will remember from our previous discussion that they are currently the property of Crystal Widow… who you have 
apparently also assaulted with deadly force while attempting to illegally confiscate and-slash-or destroy her property.”
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“I… You have no authority here to arrest me!” Demolishor rallied as security agents moved in, attaching a mode-lock 
to him and preparing binders. “This is the Heap! No mech’s land, you have no jurisdiction!”

“You’re correct,” Cheetor replied almost conversationally as he gently set Path Finder down. “I can’t arrest you here. 
I’m sorry to admit that in its current state, the Axiom Nexus Security Administration department is… under-staffed and 
under-funded to a degree that makes even cursory patrols of the Indirect Reclamation Zone or ‘Heap’ impossible.”

“Have you considered a tactical nuke to clean it out?” Small Foot asked.
“Yes,” Cheetor replied. “My requests for it keep getting locked up in committee, though. But I did a little research… 

it’s a little-known fact that all non-military sections of Axiom Nexus legally fall under the jurisdiction of the Freelance 
Police Legion, authorized by the Pax Cybertronica agreed to by the Offworlder Government and the Senate. Which does 
technically include the ever-neglected Heap. Inspector Airazor? As a member of the Legion, I believe this is your collar. 
We can only assist, under your supervision, of course.”

“General Demolishor, you are under arrest,” Airazor began, “For assault with the use of unauthorized lethal force 
against Class-Six…”

The General was shaken, but quickly rebounded, grasping for a way out. “For what reason do you arrest me? I am 
victim here! I have been attacked!”

“Inspector Airazor, did you see these mechanoids assault the General?” Cheetor asked.
“No sir,” Airazor answered as she removed weapons charges from the General’s body. “I’m afraid I didn’t.”
“Anyone else?”
To a mech, the security forces gave a chorus of negatives.
“Madam Widow, did you see this alleged altercation?” 
“Not at all,” Crystal Widow said as she stretched, wounds in her chitinous armor already sealing up. “I came looking 

for my lost property. They were being attacked when I got here.”
Cheetor nodded and turned back to the General. “Well, I’m afraid I didn’t see anything. There’s no scanner-nets in 

the Heap, sadly,” he mused, stroking his chin as he looked at the tattered mechanoids surrounding him. “Would someone 
help Mister Treds up and remove those binders from him, please?”

“Thank you!”
“Ridiculous! You would take the word of offworlder drones over mine?! Or perhaps like idiot you think I would 

injure myself like this?!” Demolishor shouted.
“Down with the military fascists!!”
The shout was accompanied by a loose muffler which flew through the air and struck Demolishor in the face. Two 

officers lunged forward to restrain the General as he shouted in anger. The assembled machines turned to see a small 
purple-and-black Transformer shake a claw-like fist in defiance. Before Cheetor chose to react the mechanoid recon-
figured itself into a jeep and drove off. A half-dozen similar machines pulled themselves from their hiding places and 
followed it.

“The Malignus,” Cheetor sighed. Out of the corner of his eye he caught Bad Boy giving a thumbs-up in a random 
direction. “Assault in the lower levels? I should have known. Not even a solar cycle since they were released from our 
cells, and they’re back at it.”

“But it was not…” Demolishor tried to interject, but Cheetor clearly wasn’t paying attention to him as he activated 
his commlink.

“Officer Stungun, General Demolishor has been assaulted. We have reason to believe the Malignus are behind it. 
Round up the usual mechanoids.” 

“It was the…” Demolishor protested loudly, but again was cut off.
“Better round up a few of the unusual ones as well.” Cheetor clicked off his communicator. “Now, General, we’ll get 

the nasty street punks that scuffed you up like this,” he said with a friendly smile. “But really, we shouldn’t keep your 
audience waiting.”

“But they…! Wait. What… audience?”
Cheetor gave him a suspiciously innocent look. “When you came barging in demanding our assistance with a Military 

Investigation, naturally I figured we’d need more help. What with that tricursed budget cut we’ve been appealing and all. 
So I followed up with my contacts in the Senate.”

Demolishor went limp, but remained upright.
“I wouldn’t worry about this arrest, really,” Cheetor continued. “I’m sure Commander Megatron can clear things up 

with the Legion after you and he have discussed current events. He’s quite interested in meeting you, in fact. Apparently, 
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the Commander can’t seem to recall authorizing the transfer of those passes you’ve been so diligently hunting, nor their 
retrieval… but he is such a busy mech, you can hardly blame him. I’m sure once you remind him, everything can be 
sorted out nicely.”

“Inspector Airazor, I request civil trial!” 
“I’m sorry General, I’m afraid that I only have jurisdiction to arrest military personnel. Prosecution is outside my 

authority… In fact, I can only hold you until we can extradite you to TransTech Authority.” Airazor withdrew a small 
tablet and handed it to Cheetor. “Commander, if you’ll sign here, here and initial here… Now that will require a signature 
from a second TransTech police officer… Since I’ve got a badge now, I’ll just sign that there. Now we forward it to the 
appropriate courts like so… and… done.”

Cheetor nodded to the officers restraining Demolishor. “Impound, Blastcharge, kindly escort the General to Holding 
Block Six until the Legion representative or Commander Megatron comes by for him. Have Hoist ready to patch the 
General up.  I’ll wrap up matters here.” Obediently, the two officers began to guide the crestfallen Demolishor through 
the piles of debris that constituted the Heap, with the others following close behind, keeping their weapons trained on 
the war machine.

“Oh, yes, Inspector Airazor… if I might have a word,” Cheetor said without turning.
Airazor paused, then slowly pivoted back towards Cheetor. “Yes sir?”
 “What the blazes just happened?!” an incredulous Bad Boy gasped. “Why didn’t they gun him down if there ain’t 

no real law here?”
“It’s called justice, Bad Boy,” Path Finder said wearily. “Oh, and we’re standing over here. Behind you… to your 

left… there we go.” She knelt by Crystal Widow, who was tending to Road Ranger’s wounds.
“Thanks,” Road Ranger muttered to the technorganic as she cauterized his severed leg.
“Don’t mention it,” she replied. “Please. I’ve got a reputation to uphold. If people knew I could fix them up, I’d never 

have time to serve drinks.”
The two stared at each other with blank expressions for a few seconds. Both broke into short chuckles.
“Deal,” Road Ranger laughed. “I’d shake on it, but…”
 “Inspector,” Cheetor mused as Airazor made her way over to the Commander. “I expect that Escargon moved the 

passes before he was killed.”
“Yes, sir, I expect much the same thing.”
There was another long pause. Path Finder got the impression a lot was being said without either of them saying 

anything at all.
“Still, I’m wondering how to phrase my report.” Cheetor stared up at the soot-encrusted distant dome that separated 

the Heap from the lowest “civilized” Offworlder Zone, folding his arms behind his back. His optics never even drifted 
towards the Inspector. “It would be easiest for everyone if those passes had simply been utilized. If not… there’s going 
to be further searching and investigations.” His optics dimmed and he shook his head slowly. “I would guess that since it 
was you that searched Escargon’s body, you’d be very directly involved in that investigation. Very directly.”

Airazor took a step back. “I’m not sure what you mean, sir.”
“Inspector… do you have any reason to suspect that desperate refugees may have purchased those passes from 

Escargon before his brief arrest?”
“It… is possible, sir.”
“And such refugees would have likely fled the city immediately… correct?”
“Quite… probable… sir?” Airazor replied with an unsure voice.
“Well, then there’s no point in an extensive investigation if the passes were taken by refugees and used.” He smiled 

at the dome above. “The damage is done. We can simply file our paperwork and all recharge soundly tonight. Correct?”
“Yes… yes sir. I get your meaning.”
“I expect a compatible report on my desk at the beginning of your next shift.” Cheetor turned so his optics faced 

Airazor’s for the first time. His voice became firm and commanding. “In the meantime, see to it that these mechanoids 
are repaired and are given everything they require. It will be a few days before the Military Police can have them 
impounded.”

“As you wish. Sir.” Airazor continued, saluting.
“Oh, one more thing… If you see Stungun’s ID-bolt extractor, turn it in. Apparently he left it lying around and 

it’s gone missing.” He gave the GoBots and Crystal Widow a nod, then melted into a low-riding dragster form, which 
vanished over the hills in a blur.
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“Isn’t he going to be in a lot of trouble?” Path Finder asked once Cheetor was gone from sight.
“It wouldn’t be the first time. Not by a long shot,” Airazor replied. “But his job is safe. Nobody else wants it.” She 

gave the group a smile. “How do you think he got it in the first place?”
“What I don’t get… is how the cops found us so quickly,” Treds interjected.
“I know,” Bad Boy said to empty space as he sheepishly withdrew the signal device Cheetor had given Treds earlier. 

He sulked a little and turned as though to avoiding his teammates’ gaze, which he couldn’t see, but could certainly feel. 
“I mean, it was worth a shot. An’ I suppose there’s a place for law and order, I guess. Sometimes… Shut up.”

“Path Finder...” Airazor paused, and produced the portable Astro-Beam that had been taken from Escargon’s body, as 
well as a small case. “I believe these belong to you.”

Path Finder took the proffered items, and gingerly and opened the package. The box contained six card slots, five of 
which contained thin crystalline cards lined with electrum circuits. “Thank you, Inspector.”

“Only five?” Small Foot said, peering into the box.
“It’s enough for all of us,” Path Finder replied.
Small Foot shook her head. “No… no, it isn’t. I volunteer to stay behind. Give my pass to Crystal Widow.”
Heads snapped in her direction. “Wha- why?” Widow gasped.
Small Foot gave her a nod. “So you can go home.”
Hesitation crossed Widow’s face. Her arm lifted as if to reach for the box.
“Not today,” she said, turning away. “You’ve got a whole universe riding on that pass. What’re my troubles compared 

to that? Besides… I told you Axiom Nexus was tough. You wouldn’t last long without your friends watching out for you.” 
Her head turned back and gave Small Foot a wink. “I’ll find my own way out. I’ll survive.”

A brief look of defeat crossed Airazor’s face as she watched Path Finder close the box. The look was quickly replaced 
by an expression of firm stoicism and confidence. “Well now, let’s get everyone fixed up, shall we? Anyone have a prefer-
ence for a mechanic?”

“Would the Triple-S be on the list?” Treds asked.
“That’s way out of your price range,” Crystal Widow replied. “And shouldn’t your self-repair processes work with 

a good charging?”
Treds looked over his friends’ injuries. He suppressed a chuckle as the sightless Bad Boy stumbled into the side of an 

old power condenser and fell onto his back. “There are limits. We’re going to need a lot of work.”
Airazor turned to Crystal Widow. “Well, they’re your property… and since you’re feeling altruistic…”
“Indeed I am,” Widow said with a smile. “That’s why I’ll just call in your tab. That should more than pay for repairs, 

and maybe a few upgrades to boot.”
 “Come now, old girl!” Airazor looked offended. “You said you were only keeping track of that tab for tax purposes! 

This is hardly fair.”
“Fair?” Crystal Widow smiled. “That word doesn’t mean much in Axiom Nexus, sister. Pay them the full sum –I’ll want 

a receipt, of course– and tomorrow we can start building you a new tab… for tax purposes.”
Airazor stood silent for a moment as Crystal Widow shifted into her arachnid mode and climbed a crystalline web to the 

high ceiling above the Heap. Isolated from the refuse below, she skittered along the roof and disappeared into the distance. 
As soon as the barkeep vanished, Airazor chuckled to herself in amusement. After a few shakes of her head she turned back 
to the assembled GoBots. “You heard the lady. I would seem to have a tab to pay off.” 

“One thing I don’t get...” Small Foot mused, looking up at Airazor, “Is why you’re so cheerful all of a sudden.”
“Admittedly, things might have turned out better for me personally,” Airazor smiled, shrugging nonchalantly. “But still, 

everything has ultimately worked out for the greater good. You get to complete your mission. Demolishor gets to answer for 
his illicit activities in a court of law. The Widow seems to have found hope once again… and really, I find that preferable to 
a bittersweet goodbye in the rain.”

Day 3

“This is stupid,” Dreadwind grumbled to himself as he dragged his cargo into the abandoned ship. “I don’t know why 
I’m even doing this.” 
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The large Decepticon carried two smaller figures. One he dragged behind him with his left hand, the other hung over 
his right shoulder. He dropped the dragging corpse and made a slight grunt as he hefted Weirdwolf, the body he carried on 
his right shoulder, into a large plastisteel tube mounted into the wall. Bug Bite had referred to the tube as a “C.R. Chamber,” 
some fantastic healing device, and it was only one of several modifications the scientist installed in the ship.

Weirdwolf had been mostly silent since the gut-shot from Megatron dropped him, save for an occasional whimper from 
the mechanical wolf-head that served as his right hand.  The sound convinced Dreadwind that Weirdwolf was either barely 
alive, or that his own pathetic loneliness had finally caused him to hallucinate.

For all the good it’ll do, Dreadwind thought to himself as he stuffed his teammate into the tube. The mechanism filled 
with clear-blue liquid as he shut the chamber door. They had honked off Megatron bad. He turned his head to look at Bug 
Bite’s body, lying headless on the floor of the ship.

Well, he thought, Bug Bite paid the price for attempting to take down Megatron. It’ll be my turn soon. Thundercracker 
and the others he’d left behind might not have been so lucky, if one could call it that. For all Dreadwind knew, they were 
dead or being tortured to death by Megatron. He was not sure why he had bothered to grab what was left of Bug Bite and 
run back to their ship. Megatron would not be forgiving. And he always had time to tie up loose ends.

Dreadwind sighed and sat down on a cargo crate. Maybe Megatron wouldn’t bother, he thought. After all, Bug Bite’s 
dead, and he’s the one responsible for this whole mess. And who ever cared about Dreadwind, anyway? Nobody, that’s who.

The room erupted with a flash of light, which Dreadwind briefly interpreted as Megatron simply dropping a thermo-
nuclear bomb on the ship. When he failed to boil away into his component molecules he brought his optics back online to 
see five new, disoriented-looking Cybertronians.
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“This is the place,” a green tank with a Decepticon symbol announced to his companions. “They tracked him to this 
spot.”

“Oh. You’re here to kill me. Finally.” Dreadwind got up without enthusiasm. “I’ll put up a fight, for all it matters. One 
or two of you will probably die before I go down, and the rest will be in excruciating pain, I’m sure.”

“What are you whining about?!” Bad Boy snarled. “We ain’t here to kill anyone… yet.”
“Whoah, hold on,” Treds said, raising his hands. “We got no beef with you. We’re looking for… oh.” His eyes caught 

the white crumpled form a few meters away. “Bug Bite.”
Path Finder stepped gingerly over, examining the headless body. “Are you sure?”
“That can’t be Bug Bite,” Small Foot breathed.
“The body matches the data we got from the bodyshop,” Treds replied, shaking his head.
“But Bug Bite was taller!” Small Foot burst out with a dark smile.
Bad Boy howled with laughter behind them.
“Nice. Very droll,” a familiar voice echoed. “So… the jig is up, the news is out… they finally found me.”
The headless body stood on shaky legs and walked toward the workbench on the far end of the room. Dreadwind 

stumbled backwards in surprise, hitting the floor with his skidplate.
“Kill it! Kill it now!” Road Ranger screamed as Path Finder and Bad Boy struggled to keep his hands, and his blasters, 

down. “It’s moving without a brain, Bug Bite is dead! It’s some kind of monster now! We have to kill it!”
“If anything here is moving without a brain,” the voice echoed, “It is you, Road Ranger.”
The headless body rifled clumsily through a bin of parts. Once its fingers found their prize it began tinkering. Sparks 

showered from behind its hunched form as it worked diligently. The voice continued to issue throughout the room.
“You simpletons lack even Dreadwind’s capacity for logical deduction.”
“Gee, thanks. I’ll just sit here and rust since I’m too stupid to do anything else, like save your life, apparently. I don’t 

know why I bothered.”
“But you’re headless!” Bad Boy snarled, ignoring the complaining Cybertronian. “You should be dead!”
“Please,” Bug Bite grumbled. “What kind of idiot would design their own body in such a way as to leave their brain in 

such a vulnerable location?” A loud clank rang out as the body affixed the subject of its attentions to its shoulders. Bug Bite 
turned and smiled wickedly with his new face. “Besides, I’ve always kept my cortex behind my windshield.”

“Uh, hey. That doesn’t quite…” Dreadwind started, then slumped back into a slouched position on the floor. “Oh, what’s 
the point?”

“What are you talking about?” Bug Bite turned to one of the glass tubes on the wall and eyed his reflection. “Ah, I knew 
my secondary optics system was miscalibrated. I didn’t quite match the shade on the helmet. I suppose that’s the risk one 
runs when rummaging through secondhand parts bins. Still, it functions.”

Path Finder put her fists on her hips, glaring at Bug Bite. “You have a lot to answer for. We barely made it out of there 
in one piece thanks to you.”

“We’re doomed all over again, not that anyone listens to me,” Dreadwind muttered to nobody in particular. “Now that 
you’re alive again, Megatron’s sure to try and get revenge on you... again.”

“Bah, decades under the bridge, Path Finder,” Bug Bite smirked. “Yes, that’s right. Their transwarp technology pierces 
dimensions, space and even time. I’d intended to avert the Cataclysm before it happened… All the research and calcula-
tions point to this dimension’s Megatron as the rogue element that caused the split. And even if I erred, which is highly 
unlikely, once he was out of the way and his resources were at my command, I could have gone back to the original plan. 
Unfortunately, my first lead on Earth was a dead end… just a crashed Autobot starship in Canada, fifteen years ago, with 
no survivors.

“I took an escape pod and headed for deep space to continue my research among the Decepticons… a premature depar-
ture, I’m afraid. I only just discovered that Megatron was in fact alive here on Earth a week ago, so I came back… with a 
‘loyal’ crew backing me up.” He tilted his head back and forth as if working out a crick in his neck. “You can see how well 
that went. Besides, it appears I’m not the only one who got some upgrades in Axiom Nexus, so you seem to have come out 
ahead on the deal. Swindle, Swindle and Swindle, I presume?”

“Ugh, there’s more than one Swindle?” Dreadwind groaned.
Treds grabbed the scientist by the neck and shook him hard. “Why haven’t you contacted home?”
“I had better things to do.” Bug Bite wrenched himself free. “If I’d contacted home prematurely, the contact would have 

happened in the past of our universe, and the time disruption could very well have caused the Cataclysm to get worse. I had 
to wait it out. What part of ‘I’m smarter than you’ don’t you understand?”
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“Bug Bite, are these guys your friends?” Dreadwind asked. 
“More like family. I don’t like them, but they’re all I’ve got,” Bug Bite smirked. “Except for you and Weirdwolf, of 

course.”
“So now what? We ain’t about to help you try and knock off that Megatron guy,” Bad Boy shouted from the back of the 

room.
“Now we continue our mission,” Path Finder answered. She shot a nasty glare at Bug Bite. “On our own, if we have 

to.”
“Oh, Path Finder. You’re not alone. In some perverse, masochistic fashion I missed having others of my own kind 

around, so you have me. And the others.”
There was a long pause.
“…What others?” Small Foot asked suspiciously. 
“The sensor net picked it up just a few hours before I made the attempt on Megatron. That’s why I was in a rush. Time 

passed while you were having trouble in Axiom Nexus, friends…” Bug Bite’s smile grew as a sadistic gleam flashed behind 
his new optics. 

“…time enough to charge an Interfacer, apparently.” 

End


